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1 IntrodutionSine the 1980, the widespread use of dynami, adaptive and mobile omponent-basedservie oriented appliations has led a large part of the software engineering to fousits attention on veri�ation, testing and Quality of Servies evaluation. Attributes asquality, usability, safety and other harateristi aspets of software appliations havebeen largely investigated and methodologies for validating and verifying them are beingdeveloped.Software Veri�ation and Validation (V&V) is nowadays an important ativity in theproess development, whih starts as soon as a software produt is deided to be built.Software V&V is onduted throughout the planning, development and maintenane ofsoftware systems, inluding knowledge-based systems, and may assist in assuring appro-priate reuse of software. The purpose of the V&V is to ensuring that the �nal produtsatis�es the original design and requirements (Veri�ation) and that �ts the intendedusage (Validation).Due to the peuliarity of the ART DECO infrastruture, in this deliverable we lassifythe V&V tehniques and methodologies into two di�erent groups:
• O�-line Veri�ation and Validation;
• On-line Veri�ation and Validation.The �rst group uses a (formal) desription or a model of the system, whih abstratsfrom the behavior and the arhiteture of the system. The V&V ativities may inlude:the formal veri�ation of the system spae, the strutural analysis, the test ases gener-ation, the performane veri�ation. Referring to the lassial proess lifeyle all theseativities, as well as the model de�nition, start from the analysis phase and proeed tillthe system integration. They do not involve the operative phases of the developmentsystem. Some of the purposes of the O�-line V&V methodologies inlude: provide apredition of the system behavior, one operative; de�ne the tools useful for guiding theprojet hoies; establish the orretive ations and improvements that an derease theoverall time and ost request for delivering a system.On the other side the On-line V&V methodologies analyze the system at run-time.They mainly hek if the system is working as established in the spei�ations. On-linedata are olleted during the exeution of the system by means of monitoring tehniques.Comparing with the O�-line V&V tehniques, the On-line methodologies do not providean exhaustive veri�ation of the system spae even if it is thinkable to readapt some of theo�-line tehniques for the on-line V&V. It is important to notie that both modi�ationof the system model and the data olletion during the run-tim are expensive ativities in



2 Introdutionterms of time. In the ases where the analyzed system requires strit and quik reationsit ould not be possible to properly apply the on-line V&V tehniques.In the rest of this deliverable, the ART DECO proposals will be presented aordingto above struturing.1.1 Referene ArhitetureIn this deliverable we refer to the ART DECO logial arhiteture shematized in Figure1.1 (more details are in the Deliverable R.A.9.1). This Figure aims to desribe thelogial dependenies and interations with peripheral devies and servies provided bydi�erent partiipants. It foresees that eah ART DECO partiipant has a similar andmodular struture omposed by three layers eah one ontaining spei� omponents.The identi�ed layers are:
• Devie aess layer whih is represented in Figure 1.1 at the lowest level. At thislevel the physial devies (suh as r�ds or sensor networks) interat by means ofOperation Manager omponents. They represent mainly the interfaes provided byART DECO for abstrating from the physial di�erenes between di�erent devies.
• Logial layer in whih the main omponent is the Logial Objet. This ompo-nent provides the abstration of a single devie so that it an be onsidered as afuntional element. Every Logial Objet interats with a single instane of Oper-ation Manager. It forwards events onerning the spei� physial devie from theOperation manager to the Appliation layer.
• Appliation layer, whih ontains two main omponents: the Appliation Objetand the Work�ow manager. The Appliation Objet reeives data from LogialObjet and de�nes funtionalities and operations that an be externally invokedby means of servie alls. The Work�ow manager manages the behavioral aspetsof the Appliation Layer.At all the levels ommuniation between omponents is performed through eventsraised towards the higher abstration layer and through the invoation of ommands onomponents of the lower abstration layer.Referring to the Figure 1.1, eah partiipant provides externally a set of servies whihan be used, omposed and oordinated in the ART DECO infrastruture for implement-ing di�erent and more omplex funtionalities. In partiular the speialized partiipantWork�ow Manager (positioned at the highest level in Figure 1.1) oordinates and om-poses the servies provided by the ART DECO partiipants.Considering this dynami and ompositional view of the ART DECO infrastruture,whih foresees a large number of evolving omponents and servies interating remotelyin a self-governed mode, we further lassify the O�-line and On-line V&V methodologiesinto three levels as highlighted in Figure 1.1:
• The V&V at Servie Level whih involves the servies provided by eah partiipantand the top most Work�ow Manger (the green band in Figure 1.1),



1.2 Deliverable Outline 3

Figure 1.1: V&V level on the ART-DECO arhiteture struture.
• The V&V at Arhitetural Level whih onsiders a single partiipant per time andinvolves the omponents of the Appliation and Logial layer (the pink band inFigure 1.1).
• The Physial Level whih is foused on the devies aess layer and involves theOperation Manager assoiated to physial devies (the light blue band in Figure1.1).1.2 Deliverable OutlineIn this Deliverable we overview the devised methodologies and tools for veri�ation,testing and Quality of Servies assessment, lassifying them into o�-line and on-lineV&V. In partiular we have divided the Deliverable into three self-ontained parts, eahrelated to a di�erent V&V topi, exluding the �rst whih is an introdutory setion andthe last whih is the onlusion. Eah part is then divided into two setions:
• The overall bakground knowledge setion(s), in whih details of the spei� V&Vtehniques are provided with a brief desription of the related works;
• A more spei� setion in whih we desribed the possible appliation of the V&Vtehniques inside the ART DECO framework. In this deliverable these spei�setions are always alled Within ART DECO



4 IntrodutionSpei�ally:Chapter 2: Abstrat Modeling In this hapter we present a modeling formalism fordesribing a system representation for V&V purposes. Within ART DECO weadopt a solution that an be suitable for di�erent purposes: desribe the variousaspets of the ART DECO arhiteture (from physial sensors to very high-levelservies) and automate and make more e�ient analysis tehniques for the o�-lineand on-line V&V. For faing these exigenes, the ART DECO formalism is a set ofthree omplementary ones that are used in onjuntion to over the various faetsof the framework. Spei�ally we adopted:
• DUALLy, an arhiteture desription language;
• ArhiTRIO, a UML-ompatible formal language based on the TRIO tem-poral logi;
• KLAPER, a modeling language that aptures performane information.In Setion 2.4 the intregration of the above mentioned formalisms within ARTDECO framework is provided.Chapter 3 O�-line Veri�ation and Validation In this hapter a seletion of possibletehniques appliable for the o�-line V&V is provided. In partiular we dividedthem into three groups:
• Model heking: It is one of the most promising tehniques to failitate earlydefet detetion in requirement spei�ations. This tehnique is based onbuilding a, typially �nite, model of a system and heking if the model pos-sesses the desired/required properties. In ART DECO we use model hekingtehniques at di�erent abstration levels, with the purpose of supporting fromservies veri�ation to RFID devies veri�ation.
• Quality of Servie assessment : QoS is a set of qualitative and quantitativeharateristis of a system, whih enompasses lassial dependability at-tributes (suh as reliability, availability, safety), as well as performane andseurity aspets. The ART DECO projet envisions a fully distributed in-formation system, based on a middleware that will support peer-to-peer andGRID-based arhitetures, whih o�ers servies with desired or aepted levelsof QoS. It is therefore utmost to apply, in the ART DECO ontext, methodsand tehniques whih are able to provide quantitative assessments of relevantQoS measures, mainly dependability and performane. related ones.
• Testing : Testing is an important and ritial part of software development,onsuming even more than half of the e�ort required for produing deliverablesoftware. Beside exhaustive veri�ation tehniques, suh as model heking,many times a testing phase is required for faing the omplexity of the ap-pliations to be veri�ed or evaluating spei� qualities and properties of thesoftware. In this deliverable we fous on test ases generation, exeution and



1.2 Deliverable Outline 5test result analysis. In partiular onsidering the test ases generation wepropose testing tehniques foused on the veri�ation of funtional and nonfuntional properties.In eah of the setions alled "Within ART DECO" a preliminary plan for inte-grating and exploiting the above mentioned formalisms within the ART DECOframework is provided.Chapter 4 On-line Veri�ation and Validation The dynami omposition of the mod-ern system arhitetures requires that the design-time V&V is supported also bya omplementary mehanism to allow for the analysis of the evolving system atrun-time. In this hapter an analysis of two di�erent run-time approahes to bepossibly employed in ART DECO is provided:
• Software Systems Run-time Monitoring In general terms monitoring is the a-tivity of observing and heking that a system is running aording to somespei�ed funtional and non-funtional requirements. It is a quite deliateand expensive ativity that asks for areful planning. It is neessary to de-velop strategies that in a partiular ontext maximize hanes of disoveringfaults still not exessively burdening software performane. In this deliverabletwo di�erent monitoring approahes, namely Mosaio and WSCoL (and itsmonitoring engine) are presented.
• Searh-based Testing of Servie Level Agreements Roughly the Servie LevelAgreements (SLAs) is a form of ontrat between servie providers and on-sumers, and its violation would ause lak of satisfation for the onsumerand lost of money for the provider. For this reason, before o�ering a SLA,a servie provider would limit the possibility that it an be violated duringservie usage. In this deliverable we explore the use of Geneti Algorithms(GAs) to generate test data ausing SLA violations.In setion 4.3 we show how monitoring and SLA online testing an be used foron-line veri�ation of the ART DECO arhiteture and appliation.
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2 Abstrat ModelingIn order to address the veri�ation issue in a omplex system, it is ruial to �rst identifya modeling formalism rih enough to apture the important features of the system underdesription, one that an guide the veri�ation phase for example by helping designersdetermine what preisely should be veri�ed.Formalisms and analysis tehniques are tightly intertwined. On the one hand, everyformalism arries its set of veri�ation tehniques and tools. Hene, hoosing a formalismlimits the range of the analysis that an be performed on the models reated with it.Conversely, �xing a veri�ation tehnique restrits the set of formalisms that an be usedto model the system to be analyzed. In addition, it is well known that there is usuallya trade-o� between the expressiveness of a formalism and the level of automation of theanalysis tehniques that an be performed with it.As a onsequene, formalisms (very roughly) range between those that are more �model-oriented� (more expressive, but for whih it is harder to build automated analysis teh-niques and tools) and those that are more �veri�ation-oriented� (less expressive, assoi-ated with highly automated analysis tehniques).In the ART DECO projet both dimensions are needed: on the one hand, very ex-pressive formalisms that an desribe the various aspets of the ART DECO arhiteture(from physial sensors to very high-level servies obtained from the omposition of lower-level ones; that is, all the elements depited in Figure 1.1; on the other hand, highlyautomated and e�ient analysis tehniques for the o�-line and on-line veri�ation of theaforementioned aspets, as shown in Figure 1.1. Hene, there annot be only one formal-ism employed in the ART DECO framework, but, rather, a set of omplementary onesthat are used in onjuntion to over the various faets of the framework. In addition,methods (preferably formal in nature) to �swith� from a formalism to a di�erent oneshould be inluded in the ART DECO framework to fully exploit the advantages of eahformalism while mitigating its shortomings.In the rest of this hapter we introdue three formalisms that address di�erent modelingproblems and di�erent veri�ation tehniques:
• DUALLy, an arhiteture desription language;
• ArhiTRIO, a UML-ompatible formal language based on the TRIO temporallogi;
• KLAPER, a modeling language that aptures performane information.The hapter is strutured as follows: Setion 2.1 presents the DUALLy framework;Setion 2.2 brie�y introdues the ArhiTRIO formal language through an example;



8 Abstrat ModelingSetion 2.3 desribes the main features of the KLAPER language; �nally, Setion 2.4disusses the advantages of inluding all three languages in the ART DECO frameworkand proposes an approah to integrate them within ART DECO.2.1 DUALLyThe main limitation of existing arhiteture desription languages ADLs is that eahof them provides spei� notations and languages asted to a partiular analysis teh-nique, leaving other tehniques unexplored. Supposing an industry is interested in model-heking and fault tolerane analysis, a omplete result is obtained only using two di�er-ent ADLs. The proess is ompliated and made worse by the fat that eah ADL usesa di�erent notation for SA spei�ation, thus making di�ult any integration.Two problems hamper the suess of strategies based on traditional ADLs: (P1) lan-guages used by ADLs are generally formal and sophistiated, making di�ult their inte-gration in industrial proesses, (P2) it is impossible to onstrut an ADL able to supportevery kind of analysis, sine any analysis tehnique requires additional analysis-spei�notations and models. To overome these problems we propose the framework depitedin Fig. 2.1. In partiular, in order to solve the problem P1 a UML pro�le able to modelthe ore arhitetural elements obtained by merging UML 2.0 and ADLs through a UML-based notation for Software Arhiteture desriptions is given (see Dually Core in the�gure). This an be used as a referene modeling notation to desribe arhitetures. In abasi senario, a software arhitet an doument its arhiteture by drawing a diagram,an hek the diagram onformane to the Dually Core, and an run analysis tools tovalidate the arhitetural model.To ope with the problem P2 the framework allows for the extension of the ore nota-tion enabling the introdution of analysis tehniques. In fat, what we expet in a typialsenario is that the software arhitet needs a more expressive arhitetural model, fordoumentation or analysis purposes. The proposed framework handles this senario, bypermitting the addition of new modeling elements, new diagrams, or integrating di�er-ent analysis tools. For example, in Fig. 2.1 two extensions are de�ned to support modelheking (MC ) and fault-tolerant (FT ) analysis. For this purpose, spei� operatorsare used to extend the onstruts of the Dually Core giving plae to Dually MC andDually FT modeling languages respetively. One the extensions are de�ned, the SAmodels desribed by means of the Dually Core an be inremented with the informationthat then will be neessary for performing analysis tasks by means of proper tools. Forinstane, in Fig. 2.1 the models Model MC and Model FT are reated enabling modelheking and fault-tolerane analysis respetively.The extensions expressed at language de�nition level permits to maintain semantirelations between the produed di�erent models (see the dotted arrow between ModelMC and Model FT in the �gure). In this way, if manual modi�ations on one of theextended models our (for instane to implement the feedbak obtained from givenanalysis tool) there is the possibility to identify the parts of the other models that shouldbe onsequently modi�ed.
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Figure 2.1: DUALLy Coneptual ModelIn summary, in DUALLy:
i) the starting point onsists in identifying a ore set of arhitetural elements alwaysrequired; then,
ii) a UML pro�le is reated to model the ore arhitetural elements previously identi-�ed
iii) extensibility mehanisms (through model transformation tehniques) are provided toadd modeling onepts needed for spei� analysis. Finally,
iv) semanti links mehanisms are kept between di�erent notations.In the sequel of this setion, we will brie�y illustrate the DUALLy UML pro�le andits extensibility mehanisms.2.1.1 The DUALLy UML pro�leThe DUALLy pro�le is depited in Figure 2.2 and is de�ned in a ≪pro�le≫ stereotypedpakage modeling ore arhitetural onepts. This pro�le is not meant to reate a perfetmathing between UML and arhitetural onepts. Instead, it proposes a pratialmean to model their software arhitetures in UML, while minimizing e�ort and timeand reusing UML tools.2.1.2 Extending the DUALLy pro�leThe weaving operation [22℄, typially exploited for database metadata integration andevolution, an be used for setting �ne-grained relationships between models or meta-models and exeuting operations on them based on semanti links. Furthermore, theintegration of models or metamodels an be performed by establishing orrespondenes
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Figure 2.2: The DUALLy pro�leamong them by means of weaving assoiations spei�ally de�ned for the onsidered ap-pliation domain. The desription of suh links onsists of preise models onforming toappropriate weaving metamodels obtained by extending a generi one (inspired by [55℄)with new onstruts needed for the integration purposes.InDUALLy, the Abstrat State Mahines (ASMs) [31℄ notation is used for the formalspei�ation and exeution of model transformations. ASMs bridge the gap betweenspei�ation and omputation by providing more versatile Turing-omplete mahines,and in the ontext of DUALLy is used as a formal and �exible platform on whih tobase a hybrid solution for model transformations: on one hand they ombine delarativeand proedural features to harness the intrinsi omplexity of suh task [48℄; on theother hand, they are mathematially rigorous and represent a formal basis to analyzeand verify that transformations are property preserving (as in [80℄). ASM based modeltransformations start from an algebra enoding the soure model and return an algebraenoding the target one.For instane, in Figure 2.3 the algebrai enoding of the DUALLy pro�le, graphi-ally depited in Figure 2.2, is given. Suh anonial enoding, with some minor on-siderations, enables the formal representation of any model (onforming to a spei�edmetamodel) whih an be automatially obtained. Moreover, the enoding ontains allrequired information to translate the �nal ASM algebra into the orresponding model.Further ReadingsMore detailed information on DUALLy an be found in Referene [74, 53, 52℄.
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Figure 2.3: Algebrai enoding of DUALLy pro�le2.2 ArhiTRIOThis setion illustrates through a brief example some ideas about the ArhiTRIO ap-proah to modeling systems. More preisely, it shows a possible ArhiTRIO formaliza-tion of a fragment of the oneptual model presented in [10℄, whih is extended in [13℄,and whih is the basis of the ART DECO arhiteture depited in 1.1. This onep-tual model de�nes the mehanisms through whih data is olleted from physial sensorsand sent to higher-level, more sophistiated, autonomous objets for onsumption andelaboration.2.2.1 Modeling with ArhiTRIOArhiTRIO is a UML-ompatible formal language [97℄, whose underlying philosophyis to approah the problem of modeling omplex software-entri systems in a so-alled�lightweight� manner [103℄. More preisely, the idea behind the ArhiTRIO languageis that users should be able to approah the modeling of omplex systems with thefamiliar, widely-used, semi-formal UML notation (or subsets thereof), and introdueformal statements only when (if) and where needed.While a presentation of the ArhiTRIO language is outside the sope of this do-ument, (we refer the interested reader to [98, 97℄ for further details) let us illustratetherough a brief example how the language ould be used for the high-level modeling ofthe ART DECO infrastruture.The example is taken from [13, 10℄, and is not repeated here for the sake of brevity.Basially, the proposed arhiteture is a three-tier struture in whih OperationManagerobjets are losest to the physial sensors olleting data from the �eld; LogicalObjects,instead, o�er an intermediate logial abstration of the sensors, whih is a �bridge� be-tween the low-level (i.e. losest to the �eld) OperationManagers and the high-level (i.e.losest to the �business logi�) notion of ApplicationObject.Figure 2.4 shows the UML (in fat, ArhiTRIO) lasses representing the afore-



12 Abstrat Modelingmentioned elements and some of their features1. For example, Figure 2.4 shows thata LogicalObject has an attribute op_mans of type SetOfOperationManager whih, asthe name suggests, is simply a set of objets of type OperationManager. Hene, ev-ery LogicalObject is related to (i.e. it refers to) a set of OperationManagers. Attribute
op_mans is marked with stereotype �state�, sine it represents a time-dependent featurethat is pieewise onstant (i.e. if at a ertain instant the LogicalObject is assoiated witha ertain set of OperationManagers, it remains so in a non-null interval of time). Also,the �state� stereotype indiates that the value of the attribute an hange over time (onthe other hand, if one wanted to model that the value of an attribute does not hangeover time, this would be marked as �TI�, as is the ase for example of attribute eventsof lass FunctionalElement).Having introdued the elements above, one ould use ArhiTRIO formulas to stateonstraints on them. For example, a simple onstraint might be that, at any instant, an
OperationManager annot be related to more than one LogicalObject. Then, one ouldintrodue the following formula in lass LogicalObject:

∀om : OperationManager, lo1, lo2 : LogicalObject

Alw( (om ∈ lo1.op_mans ∧ om ∈ lo2.op_mans) =⇒ lo1 = lo2 )
(2.1)Without delving too muh into the details underlying the logi part of the ArhiTRIOlanguage (further details an be found in [97℄), let us remark that, at its ore, Ar-hiTRIO is a (higher-order) metri temporal logi with an impliit notion of time (simi-lar to the TRIO logi from whih it derives [41℄). Hene, formula (2.1) states that in anyinstant (i.e. always) an OperationManager (i.e. an element of type OperationManager)an belong to the op_mans set of at most one LogicalObject2.Let us notie that the notion of Set is formally de�ned in ArhiTRIO using meha-nisms that are similar to those lassially used for abstrat data types (see, for example,[67℄).Classes OperationManager, LogicalObject and ApplicationObject are all speializationof lass FunctionalElement, from whih they inherit operation subscribe. In fat, a

FunctionalElement is an objet that an �generate events� to be propagated to other
FunctionalElements that �subsribe� to them. Notie that lasses OperationManager and
LogicalObject re�ne operation subscribe, and (impliitly) plae a onstraint on the typeof the seond argument of the operation (i.e. f_el); for example, the diagram shows thatonly LogicalObjects an subsribe to the events generated by an OperationManager (suha onstraint ould also be expliitly laid out through a logi formula).As mentioned above, a FunctionalElement is statially assoiated with a set of eventsthat it an notify to subsribers. This is represented through (time-invariant, i.e. �TI�)attribute notifiable_events of lass FunctionalElement. As shown in Figure 2.4, every1The diagram was drawn using RationalR© System Developer v.7 by IBMR©, not an ArhiTRIO-spei�editor. Hene, the graphial representation is the one adopted by the IBM tool.2Notie that this would resolve any ambiguity arising from using a UML assoiation to express thisonstraint. Using an assoiation would leave the question open if the �link� is stati or dynami;formula (2.1) (and the semantis of the �state� stereotype) lari�es this: the link an be dynami,but still at any instant an OperationManager annot �belong� to two LogicalObjects.
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Figure 2.4: ArhiTRIO lass diagram representing the key elements of the low-levelART DECO arhiteture.



14 Abstrat Modelingan Event is parametri with respet to the kind information (i.e. the kind of data)it arries, whih is represented by lass Event having a parameter EvDataType whihis a lass (i.e. a type, in ArhiTRIO terms).3 Every event has a (dynami) set ofsubsribers, subscribedFunEl, whih are of type FunctionalElement, and whih are noti�edof the ourrene of the event (with data ev_data) when operation raise is invoked onthe objet of type Event. Hene, a FunctionalElement an also reeive events (throughoperation receive_ev) from other FunctionalElements, and it is also (statially) assoiatedwith the set of events it an reeive, as represented by �TI� attribute receivable_events.One ould state a �timeliness� property for the dispathing of an event to its subsribersafter a raise operation is invoked through for example the following ArhiTRIO formulaof lass events:
∀r : raise, f_el : FunctionalElement, evd : EvDataType

( (r.start(evd) ∧ f_el ∈ subscribedFunEl)
=⇒

WithinF( ∃r_ev : FunctionalElement.receive_ev (f_el.r_ev.invoke(evd)),
D_DISPATCH )

) (2.2)Formula (2.2) states that any time a noti�ation of the event (with data evd) starts(whih is represented by the logi prediate r.start(evd)), within D_DISPATCH time units(where
D_DISPATCH is a system-dependent onstant4) all FunctionalElements f_el that sub-sribe to the event5 must be sent the orresponding information (whih is represented byan instane r_ev of operation FunctionalElement.receive_ev being invoked on f_el withparameter evd).To onlude this setion, let us remark that the fragment of formalization above isby no means intended to suggest how the development of the arhiteture of the ARTDECO platform should be arried out. It is just meant to be a very small exerise informalization with the ArhiTRIO language, using an ART DECO-related example; itsintent is to highlight some of the features of the ArhiTRIO language that might berelevant and useful in the ART DECO projet.2.3 Performane Modeling with KLAPERThe main goal of the KLAPER (Kernel LAnguage for PErformane and ReliabilityAnalysis) methodology is to support the model-based analysis of the e�etiveness of3Notie that this does not imply that an Event an arry only atomi information: if EvDataType isa �tuple� (i.e. the artesian produt of other types, whih might also be represented as a �reord�),then an instane of Event arries non-atomi data.4A possible way to represent this would be to introdue D_DISPATCH as a parameter of lass Event;however, �lling out all the details of the model is beyond the sope of this doument, and we will notdelve any further in this issue.5To be preise, all FunctionalElements that subsribe to the event when the noti�ation starts.



2.3 Performane Modeling with KLAPER 15adaptable omponent-based (C-B) appliations, with a fous on the assessment of theirperformane and reliability attributes. To this end, it leverages MDD-based model trans-formation methodologies and tools to support the onstrution of a model for the per-formane/reliability analysis of adaptable C-B appliations, starting from informationextrated from the appliation design artifats. With respet to analogous methodolo-gies, the KLAPER-based methodology peuliarities an be summarized as follows:
• it expliitly addresses the modeling of adaptable appliations;
• it is entered around the de�nition of an intermediate language (KLAPER) whosegoal is to failitate the translation from design-oriented to analysis-oriented models.In partiular, with regard to the seond point, the goal of the intermediate language isto support the splitting of the omplex task of deriving an analysis model (e.g. a queueingnetwork) from a high level design model (expressed using UML or other omponent-oriented notations) into two separate and presumably simpler tasks:1. extrating from the design model only the information that may be relevant for theanalysis of some QoS attribute and expressing it in the notation provided by theintermediate language;2. generating an analysis model based on the information expressed in the intermedi-ate language.Hene, KLAPER has been designed so as to apture in a lightweight and ompatmodel only the relevant information for the performane and reliability analysis of statiC-B systems, while abstrating away irrelevant details. In this way, it an be usedas a bridge in a model transformation path from design-oriented to analysis-orientedmodels. We point out that KLAPER is neither a language to be used for the systemdesign (notations like UML are better suited for this purpose) nor an analysis language(spei� notations exist for this purpose, e.g. stohasti proess algebras). KLAPER hasbeen designed as an intermediate ï¾1

2distilledï¾1
2 language to help de�ne transformationsbetween design-oriented and analysis-oriented notations, �lling the large semanti gapthat usually divides them. In this perspetive, it may also be seen as a oneptual modelthat an drive the onstrution of a performane/reliability analysis model of a C-Bsystem.To leverage existing MDD-based tools, KLAPER is de�ned as a MOF metamodel[65℄. To support the distillation from the design models of a C-B system of the relevantinformation for performane/reliability analysis, KLAPER is built around an abstratrepresentation of suh a system, modeled (inluding the underlying platform) as an as-sembly of interating Resoures. Eah Resoure o�ers (and possibly requires) one ormore Servies. A KLAPER Resoure is thus an abstrat modeling onept that an beused to represent both software omponents and physial resoures like proessors andommuniation links. To bring performane/reliability related information within suhan abstrat model, eah ativity in the system is modeled as the exeution of a Step that
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Figure 2.5: KLAPER-based transformation frameworkmay take time to be ompleted, and/or may fail before its ompletion. The relationshipbetween o�ered and required servies is represented separately by means the Binding on-ept. This allows a learer separation between the spei�ation of the Resoures and thedesription of how they are omposed. Given the unifying onept of Resoure adoptedby KLAPER, a set of bindings an be used to model an assembly of appliation-levelomponents or, similarly, the deployment of appliation omponents on the underlyingplatform. Moreover, the adaptation of a system obtained by some kind of reon�gurationan be simply modeled at the KLAPER level as a hange in the set of bindings. Figure2.5 illustrates the main steps of the general KLAPER-based transformation framework.The input of our framework (Step 0) is represented by a set of omponent models andby a �glue-logi� model expressed by possibly heterogeneous notations. In general, designmodels may lak performane and/or reliability information that is neessary to derivemeaningful analysis models. Therefore (Step 1), design models must be annotated withmissing information about non-funtional attributes. For example, if the design model isexpressed in UML, annotations an be added following the OMG standard SPT or QoSpro�les. In this way we obtain what we all Performane/Reliability-aware models. AtStep 2 we generate KLAPER models from the design models with performane/reliabilityannotations. We distinguish a pre-assembly time ase (Step 2.1) from an assembly timease (Step 2.2): in the former ase information about how the seleted resoures andservies are assembled is not yet available, while this information is available in the latterase. Hene at step 2.1 we an only map models of isolated elements of a omponent-based system onto orresponding KLAPER models, but we annot speify bindings (atthe KLAPER model level). To perform this step it is �rst neessary to extrat fromthe design models information that is neessary for generating the target analysis model(extration rules 1.1). To this end it ould be useful that design model elements expose a



2.4 Within ART DECO 17proper analysis-oriented desription, referred to as analyti interfae in the literature; itsgoal is to enrih the original element with information that supports preditions aboutthe performane and/or reliability of an arhitetural ensemble that element is partof. Then, we use suitable transformation rules to generate the orresponding KLAPERmodels (transformation rules 1.1). The main missing elements in the resulting modelsof Step 2.1 onern the Bindings between o�ered and required servies that dependon how the single elements are assembled. Of ourse, without this information, weannot use the KLAPER model to arry out any analysis of the overall assembly. Whenthis information beomes available, we an speify all the needed Bindings, so gettinga omplete assembly model (transformation rules 2). On the other hand, if assemblyinformation is already available when we start the generation of the KLAPER model,we may diretly generate the overall KLAPER model (extration and transformationrules 1.2). Finally, at Step 3, we an generate from this overall model a performane,reliability or performability model (transformation rules 3) expressed in some mahineinterpretable notation, and then we an solve it using suitable solution methodologies.As outlined in the introdution, we an use the MDA-MOF failities for the de�nition oftransformation rules to/from KLAPER models, provided that a MOF metamodel existsfor the orresponding soure/target model. Spei�ally, these transformations an bede�ned as a set of rules that map elements of the soure metamodel onto elements of thetarget metamodel.2.4 Within ART DECOArhiTRIO and KLAPER are formalisms that omplement eah other well, in thatthe former is well-suited to desribe real-time properties of systems, while the latter ismore foused on performane aspets. In addition, they are both apable of representingarhitetural features of systems, and their graphial representation is based on the UML.Hene, ArhiTRIO and KLAPER o�er di�erent, omplementary views of a systemarhiteture and are natural andidates to be integrated with eah other.DUALLy, instead, provides a means to allow di�erent arhitetural modeling for-malisms to �ommuniate� with eah other. In the DUALLy framework, designers andesribe di�erent aspets of system arhitetures using formalisms tailored towards thoseaspets, and then �swith� from one view to the other using (formal) DUALLy trans-formations.As a onsequene, one ould use the DUALLy framework as the enterpiee of theinteration between ArhiTRIO and KLAPER, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.From a tehnial point of view, the integration suggested above is well-founded. Infat, DUALLy requires that a UML meta-model is available for the languages to beintegrated in the framework, so that suitable extensions to the DUALLy ore an bereated, as outlined in Setion 2.1. In this regard, KLAPER is already provided withsuh a meta-model [65℄, while ArhiTRIO (whih, from a purely graphial point ofview, adds very little to UML2, in the form of ArhiTRIO-sepi� stereotypes) an beeasily given one.
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2.4 Within ART DECO 19Diverse and powerful formalisms suh as ArhiTRIO and KLAPER, integrated in theDUALLy framework, will permit to over all modeling aspets of the ART DECOarhiteture depited in Figure 1.1, be they �funtional� or �non-funtional�.Integrating ArhiTRIO and KLAPER in the DUALLy framework has the addedadvantage that, as depited in Figure 2.7, in this setting one ould ombine real-timemodeling and veri�ation provided through ArhiTRIO with the performane analysisprovided by KLAPER through its target tools.
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3 O�-line Veri�ation and ValidationComputers are �nding inreasing appliations in the �eld of the ontrol of real timeand safety-ritial systems, suh as avioni systems, medial systems and plant ontrolsystems. These kinds of appliations require the development of tehniques for the earlydetetion of errors, that ould otherwise be very ostly or even atastrophi. Moreoverthese appliations are often omplex and need to be veri�ed under di�erent points of viewand with di�erent goals. In this setion we overview di�erent o�-line V&V tehniquesthat analyze di�erent aspets of the system. In partiular, we onentrate on modelheking, Quality of Servies assessment and and testing.3.1 Model ChekingModel heking [45℄ is one of the most promising tehniques to failitate early defetdetetion in requirement spei�ations. This tehnique is based on building a, typially�nite, model of a system and heking if the model possesses the desired/required proper-ties. In literature, model heking tehniques are applied at several levels of abstrationfrom the arhitetural level to the implementation. At eah level of abstration theproperties that an be heked obviously varies. From the opposite point of view, at amore abstrat level system details are masqueraded and both the veri�ation time andthe needed resoures an be redued. Based on these onsiderations in ART DECO weplan to use model heking tehniques at di�erent abstration levels, with the purposeof supporting from servies veri�ation to RFID devies veri�ation.The tehniques that we plan to use are the following three:
• BPLEL2BIR, a translator of BPEL, the well known standard for speifying webservie work�ows, into BIR, the input language of the model heker Bogor;
• Charmy, whih allows the veri�ation of arhitetural model desribed in UML-based notation, using Property Sequene Chart notation for expressing properties;
• TRIO2Promela, a translator of TRIO pure desriptive spei�ations into Promela,the input language of the model heker Spin.In the following subsetions we present the three approahes here introdued.3.1.1 BPEL2BIRWe present an approah for the formal veri�ation of work�ow-based ompositions ofweb servies, desribed in BPEL4WS. Work�ow proesses an be veri�ed in isolation,



22 O�-line Veri�ation and Validationassuming that the external servies invoked are known only through their interfae. Itis also possible to verify that the atual omposition of two or more proesses behavesorretly. We an verify deadlok freedom, properties expressed as data-bound assertionswritten in WS-CoL, a spei�ation language for web servies, and LTL temporal proper-ties. Our approah is based on the software model heker Bogor [100℄, whose languagesupports the modeling of all BPEL4WS onstruts.More preisely, we look at web servies in two di�erent ways. First, sine web servieslive in an open world and they normally belong to di�erent administrative domains andmay beome available dynamially, the servies retrieved from the open environment andomposed to build a higher-level servie must be treated as blak boxes. Their internalbehavior is not visible externally. The work�ow proess only knows suh servies throughtheir interfae spei�ation, whih desribes their expeted behavior. In suh a ase,we an only verify a work�ow as a stand-alone proess, i.e. we perform intra-servieveri�ation, where external servies are abstrated by their spei�ation. In other ases,however, we are allowed to open the blak box. This may happen, for example, in thease of servies developed within the same department or onsortium, or in the ase ofopen-soure servies. In suh ases, the dynamially published servies an be viewedas glass boxes, whih expose their internals. As a onsequene, veri�ation an takeadvantage of the detail information that beomes available from the external servie. Itis thus possible to ahieve inter-servies veri�ation, by formally analyzing properties ofservie ompositions.This dual-mode approah an be exploited for the veri�ation of loal and global prop-erties. Indeed, in the �rst ase one may be interested only in verifying data-bound orreahability properties within the work�ow of a single proess. In the latter, veri�ationmay fous on the behavior of the whole omposition, for example by proving that aertain temporal property on the exhange of messages among business partners holds.The main aspets that haraterize our approah with respet to existing ones :
• it supports the analysis of both a stand-alone BPEL4WS proess and of a ompo-sition of web-based proesses;
• it supports the spei�ation and veri�ation of properties desribed in WS-CoLand in Linear Temporal Logi ;
• it overs all of BPEL4WS onstruts (exept those dealing with time);
• it uses a novel extensible model heker (Bogor);
• it o�ers signi�ant e�ieny gains, in term of the size of the model, over previousveri�ation systems.Further details on the presented approah and on the translation of BPEL in Bogoran be found in [23℄.



3.1 Model Cheking 233.1.2 CharmyCharmy allows the spei�ation of a software arhiteture by means of both a topologial(stati) desription and a behavioral (dynami) one [61℄ (see Figure 3.1, A, and B). Toinrease the aeptability of our framework in industrial ontexts we use a UML-basednotation.Charmy allows the spei�ation of the SA topology in terms of omponents, onne-tors, and relationships among them, where omponents represent abstrat omputationalsubsystems and onnetors formalize the interations among omponents.The internal behavior of eah omponent is spei�ed in terms of Charmy state andsequene diagrams. The Charmy notation for state mahines (desribed later in Se-tion 3.1.2) permits to speify the intra-omponent and inter-omponent behaviors ofarhitetural omponents and onnetors (i.e., the internal behavior of arhitetural el-ements and their integration, respetively). Charmy automatially heks the arhi-tetural onformane between the di�erent models that ompose the Charmy notation(e.g., two states with the same name annot be introdued in the same state diagram;eah state diagram an have one and only one initial state; for eah send (reeive) messagein a omponent, there must exist at least a reeive (send) message in another omponent).Sequene diagrams are used to speify how omponents ommuniate. The Charmy no-tation for sequene diagrams (desribed in Setion 3.1.2) permits to graphially hoosethe desired ommuniation between two di�erent omponents (e.g. synhronous, asyn-hronous, deferred synhronous, multiast ommuniation, et...). Di�erent arrows areused for representing di�erent kinds of ommuniation.

Figure 3.1: The Charmy FrameworkOne the SA spei�ation is available the Charmy2Promela translation feature isused to obtain from the model-based SA spei�ation a formal exeutable prototypein Promela (as graphially depited in Figure 3.1, C). Promela is the spei�ation lan-guage of SPIN [72℄ and allows for the veri�ation of onurrent systems ommuniatingvia either messages or shared variables. On the generated Promela ode we an use theSPIN standard features to �nd, for instane, deadloks or parts of states mahines thatare unreahable, or to simulate the arhiteture (Figure 3.1, D). However, by using the



24 O�-line Veri�ation and ValidationSPIN standard simulation feature, simulation results are provided in terms of SPIN out-puts that are di�ult to be deiphered from a non-SPIN speialist. To make this analysismore appealing for industrial projets, we then provide the Charmy Simulation feature(Figure 3.1, E) that interprets SPIN results in terms of Charmy state mahines.In order to model-hek the arhitetural model ompliane to given properties, weintrodue the Property Sequene Chart (PSC) notation for expressing properties [5, 4℄and the Ps2Ba algorithm for translating PSC models into Bühi Automata (BA), anautomata-based formal notation, whih will be introdued later. PSC diagrams arean extended subset of UML 2.0 sequene diagrams. They are more omplex of theCharmy sequene diagrams used for expressing the ommuniation between omponentsbeause they must be able to express sophistiated temporal properties (Figure 3.1, F).The Ps2Ba algorithm automatially translates PSC into Bühi automata then theSPIN model-heker is used to validate the temporal properties on the Promela ode(Figure 3.1, G and H). Note that this translation proess is fully automated.In order to improve industrial usability, a reently introdued feature allows softwaredesigners to draw strutural and behavioral diagrams with a standard tool notation (suhas Omondo or IBM/Rational modeling tools) and then automatially generate Charmy-ompliant diagrams (Figure 3.1, I).The Charmy NotationComponents and onnetors are represented by using boxes while lines represent om-muniation hannels between them. The behavior of eah omponent is further spei�edby means of state and sequene diagrams.

Figure 3.2: a) Topology Diagram formalism; b) Sequene diagrams formalismArhitetural Topology: to desribe the arhitetural topology we use a subset of theUML omponent diagram. Figure 3.2.a illustrates the notation we use for the topologydiagram. An arhitetural omponent is drawn with the familiar UML 2.0 notation foromponents. A onnetor an be seen as a omplex oordination element or as a simpleommuniation hannel. Complex onnetors are modeled using the UML notation foromponents, while an arhitetural hannel is represented by an assoiation line betweenarhitetural omponents. A oloring shema an be used to oneptually relate togethersets of omponents, onnetors, and hannels.
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Figure 3.3: State diagrams formalismState and Sequene diagrams: to desribe state and sequene diagrams we use a notationgeneral enough to enompass those used in urrent software development pratie andrih enough to allow for analysis.State diagrams are desribed using a State Transition Diagram notation lose to thePromela syntax. The notation is shown in Figure 3.3 where labels on ars uniquely iden-tify the arhitetural ommuniation hannels and a hannel allows the ommuniationonly between a pair of omponents. The labels are strutured as follows:
‘[‘guard‘]‘event‘(‘parameter_list‘)“/‘op1‘; ‘op2‘; ‘ · · · ‘; ‘opnwhere guard is a boolean ondition that denotes the transition ativation i.e. two statemahines are synhronized only if the guard ondition beomes true. The elements thatan be written into the guard are variables loal to the state mahine or variables sharedby all the state mahines. An event an be a message sent or reeived (denoted by anexlamation mark �!" or a question mark �?", respetively), or an internal operation (τ)(i.e. an event that does not require synhronization between state mahines). Both sentand reeived messages are performed over de�ned hannels h. An event an have severalparameters as de�ned in the parameters list. op1, op2, · · · , opn are the operations to beexeuted when the transition �res.Components interat aording to the semantis of their ommuniation expressed ina sequene diagram. For example, if two omponents ommuniate over a synhronoushannel, their omposition is synhronous. Whenever two omponents are ready to send(reeive) the same message, the omponents must synhronize.The notation used for sequene diagrams is shown in Figure 3.2.b). Charmy sequenesuse a UML notation, stereotyped so that: (i) retangular boxes represent instanes ofthe arhitetural omponents de�ned in the topology (ii) arrows represent messages ex-hanged between two omponents under the onstraint that what de�ned in the statemahines must be respeted. More preisely, let C1 and C2 be two omponents and

{m1,m2, · · · ,mn} the set of messages sent by C1 and reeived by C2. It is not allowedthe de�nition in the sequene diagram of a message mj /∈ {m1,m2, · · · ,mn} with C1sender and C2 reeiver.The di�erent kinds of ommuniation are expressed by using di�erent kinds of arrows.
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Figure 3.4: PSC notationFor instane in Figure 3.2.b are represented two di�erent arrows: the �lled arrow forsynhronous ommuniation and the half arrow for asynhronous ommuniation. It isnot required to speify for eah message the kind of ommuniation, sine a synhronousommuniation is assumed by default.Property Sequene harts: in our framework, properties are desribed by using the PSCnotation (Figures 3.4). PSC is a senario-based visual language that is an extendedgraphial notation of a subset of UML2.0 Sequene Diagrams. PSC an express a usefulset of both liveness and safety properties in terms of messages exhanged among theomponents forming a system. Finally, an algorithm, alled Ps2Ba, translates PSCinto Bühi automata.PSC uses a UML notation, stereotyped so that: (i) eah retangular box representsan arhitetural omponent, (ii) eah arrow de�nes a ommuniation line (a hannel)between two omponents.In order to learly distinguish between mandatory, forbidden, and provisional mes-sages, PSC provides three di�erent types of messages to speify that a message an bemandatory, forbidden, or provisional:
• Required messages: are identi�ed by �r:" pre�xed to the labels. It is mandatoryfor the system to exhange this type of messages.
• Fail messages: the labels are pre�xed by �f:". They identify messages that shouldnever be exhanged. Fail messages are used to express undesired behaviors.
• Regular messages: the labels of suh messages are pre�xed by �e:". They denotemessages that onstitute the preondition for a desired (or an undesired) behavior.It is not mandatory for the system to exhange a Regular message, however, if ithappens the preondition for the ontinuation has been veri�ed.Between a pair of messages we an speify whether other messages an our (looserelation) or not (strit relation). Graphially, the strit relation is a thik line that linksthe messages pair (as in Figure 3.4).



3.1 Model Cheking 27Constraints are introdued to de�ne a restrition in what an happen between themessage ontaining the onstraint and its predeessor (i.e. past onstraint) and its su-essor (i.e. future onstraint). Restritions speify either a hain of messages (hainonstraints) or a set of messages that the system must not to exhange (unwanted mes-sages onstraints). Informally, an unwanted messages onstraint is satis�ed i� all the setof messages spei�ed as unwanted messages are not exhanged.Unwanted messages onstraints, are graphially represented as �lled irles, see Fig-ure 3.4. Wanted and unwanted hain onstraints are graphially represented as arrowsand rossed arrows, respetively (see Figure 3.4).As showed in Figure 3.4 parallel, loop, and alternative operators are introdued with aUML 2.0 like graphial notation. Informally, the parallel operator allows a parallel mergebetween the behaviors of the two operands. The messages arguments of the operandsan be interleaved in any way as long as the ordering imposed by eah operand as suhis preserved. The loop operator allows the operand to be repeated a number of timesinluded between provided lower and upper bounds. The alternative operator has beenintrodued to have the possibility of speifying alternative sequenes of messages.More detailed information on Charmy an be found in Referene [93, 39℄.3.1.3 TRIO2PromelaWe have developed model heking algorithms for verifying strong temporal onstraintsfor safety ritial systems. The formal language TRIO [64℄, given its ability to easilystate quantitative temporal properties, is a good andidate to express the system to beveri�ed. Moreover, exploiting the modular harateristis of TRIO [86℄, the veri�ationof strit time onstraints an be more easily ahieved for omplex systems.TRIO is a metri temporal �rst order logi with both past and future modalities andtherefore it is well suited for desribing suh systems. Moreover, sine TRIO an beextended with traditional objet oriented onstruts, it simpli�es the desription of largesale spei�ations. However, TRIO is very expressive and, in general, undeidable.Therefore, we de�ne a deidable fragment of the logi, disallowing variables, onsideringthe natural numbers as time domain and limiting all the other domains to �nite domains.We hose to exploit the well-known model heker Spin [71℄, sine its on-the-�y algorithmis very e�ient. Hene we propose a pratial translation from TRIO to Promela, theinput language of Spin, giving the theoretial foundation of our approah. Brie�y, theidea is to separate the past and the future omponents of the spei�ation applying theGabbay separation theorem [115℄, and to translate the past, that sine the temporaldomain is the set of natural numbers, works on �nite pre�x, with a deterministi Bühiautomaton [96℄, and the future omponent with an alternating automaton [87℄. In bothases, a �nite set of timers is added to the automata to manage the metri. Thenthe two omponents are merged together through a omposition operation [96℄. Sinethe resulting automaton still allows alternation, a tehnique to diretly simulate theautomaton in Spin is proposed.Notie that this tehnique is in general very useful when it is applied to models thatallow parallelism, like stateharts [68℄. Finally we propose a tehnique to deal with the



28 O�-line Veri�ation and Validationmodular aspets of TRIO, taking advantages from the onnetions and the dependeniesamong modules, and proposing strategies to overome the problems that arise fromomplex strutures and irular dependenies. The translation of non modular TRIOis implemented in Trio2Promela [24℄.3.1.4 Within ART DECOIn this setion we have proposed three di�erent approahes to perform model hekingon di�erent kinds of omplex systems. Namely, the tehniques we proposed are thefollowing:
• BPLEL2BIR, a translator of BPEL into BIR; This translator allows the autho,ativeri�ation of BPEL wor�ows.
• Charmy that veri�es Property Sequene Chart on arhitetural model desribed inUML-based notation;
• TRIO2Promela, a translator of TRIO into Promela.All these approahes are omplementary and an be applied in ART DECO projet atdi�erent levels or at the same level to hek di�erent aspets. In partiular, BPLEL2BIRould be used at the appliation level for verifying ART DECO servies expressed inBPEL. Charmy and TRIO2Promela ould be both used at the abstrat level. These twoapproahes heks di�eren aspets of the model and an be integrated:1. Charmy fouses on interations between di�erent omponents and in general partsof the system ignoring internal behaviour of these parts;2. TRIO2Promela fouses on internal behaviour of omponents and on how a singleomponent reats to stimulus reeived by its environment.Moreover, we omplement these approahes with a model heking tehnique at phys-ial level, where we represent the sensor domain using �nite state mahines.3.2 Quality of Servie assessmentQuality of Servie an be de�ned as a set of qualitative and quantitative harateris-tis of a system, whih enompasses lassial dependability attributes (suh as reliability,availability, safety), as well as performane and seurity aspets. Given the inreasing de-pendene of our soiety on omputerized interonneted systems and servies, it is moreand more required to assess QoS properties of suh systems to justi�ably trust their op-eration. The ART DECO projet envisions a fully distributed information system, basedon a middleware that will support peer-to-peer and GRID-based arhitetures, whiho�ers servies with desired or aepted levels of QoS. It is therefore utmost to apply, inthe ART DECO ontext, methods and tehniques whih are able to provide quantitative



3.2 Quality of Servie assessment 29assessments of relevant QoS measures, mainly dependability and performane relatedones.In this setion we (shortly) review the main harateristis of approahes for systemdependability and performane validation at the early phase of software development.In view of the intensive and omplex nature of modern industrial systems, the designand operation of these systems require methodologies and tehniques to selet the optimaldesign alternative and operational poliy. An obvious impliation for the introdutionof QoS analysis sine the design phase of software systems is that it must be based onpreditive analysis methodologies applied to some suitable system model. Modeling (bothanalytial and simulative) approahes for dependability and performane evaluation havebeen proven to be useful and versatile in all the phases of the system life yle. Amodel is an abstration of a system �that highlights the important features of the systemorganization and provides ways of quantifying its properties negleting all those detailsthat are relevant for the atual implementation, but that are marginal for the objetive ofthe study�. Several types of models are urrently used in pratie. The most appropriatetype of model depends upon the omplexity of the system, the spei� aspets to bestudied, the attributes to be evaluated, the auray required, and the resoures availablefor the study. During the design phase, models allow to make early and objetive designdeisions by omparing di�erent alternative arhitetural solutions and seleting the mostsuitable one (among those obeying other design onstraints), and to highlight problemswithin the design. This early validation of the onepts and arhitetural hoies avoidswasting time and resoures before realizing whether the system ful�lls its requirements orneeds some re-design. One design deisions are made, models allow prediting the overallbehavior of the system (for instane as a basis for building a ase for the aeptane of thesystem). For an already existing system, models allow an �a posteriori� dependability andperformane analysis, to understand and learn about spei� aspets, to detet possibledesign weak points or bottleneks, to perform a late validation of the dependability andperformane requirements (this an also be useful in ertifying phase) and to suggestsound solutions for future releases or modi�ations of the systems. The modeling alsorepresents an e�etive tool to foresee the e�ets of the system maintenane operations andof possible hanges or upgrades of the system on�guration. In view of these appealingfeatures, ART DECO will greatly bene�t from the appliation of model-based validationof QoS measures.Of ourse, the above disussed positive aspets ome with some negative ounterparts.The most ritial problem is omplexity: it is not an easy task at all to re�et in a modelall the relevant aspets of a omplex system. Besides the ability to apture in the modelsuh omplex system behaviour, the problem is even exaerbated from the omplexityof the model solution proedure. Moreover, models of omplex systems usually requiremany parameters (the meaning thereof is not always intuitive for designers), and requiredetermining the values to assign to them (usually by way of experimental tests), whihmay be very di�ult. Obtaining values for all the parameters an be impossible dur-ing the preliminary design phases of the system. To ope with this problem, sensitivityanalysis are performed, to identify those parameters to whih the system is highly sen-



30 O�-line Veri�ation and Validationsible. Indeed, sensitivity analysis allows evaluating a range of possible system senariosby varying the values of model parameters, to determine the trends in the onsequentvariations of the analysed dependability �gures. Another problem ould be representedby the lak of su�ient expertise of the appliation designers in dependability analysismethodologies. To overome this problem, supporting tools have been extensively pro-posed in the last years. Partiular relevane is played by those tools, whose key ideais to de�ne a model transformation that takes as input some �design-oriented� model ofthe software system (plus some additional information related to the QoS attributes ofinterest) and (almost) automatially generates an �analysis-oriented� model, that lendsitself to the appliation of some analysis methodology.The rest of this setion is strutured in three parts. First, modeling methodologies andtools that have been developed over the last deades to quantitatively assess dependabil-ity indiators (mainly reliability, safety, availability and performability) are reviewed.Then, a methodology for reliability predition starting from a UML model of the soft-ware arhiteture is introdued. Finally, performane analysis based on the SoftwarePerformane Engineering framework is presented.3.2.1 Dependability Modeling Methodologies and ToolsIn this setion, we shortly desribe the main harateristis of the various lasses ofmodelling methodologies that have been developed over the last deades to providedependability engineers the support tools for de�ning and solving models. A distin-tion an be made between methodologies that employ ombinatorial models (non-statespae models) like fault-trees and reliability blok diagrams, and those based on statespae oriented representations (state spae models), suh as Markov hains and Petri netmodels, depending on the nature of their onstitutive elements and solution tehniques[81, 88, 9, 112℄.The ombinatorial approahes do not require the enumeration of system states and o�erextremely simple and intuitive methods for the onstrution and solution of the models.However, they are inadequate to deal with systems that exhibit omplex dependeniesamong omponents, and an not deal with repairable systems. Fault-Trees and ReliabilityBlok Diagrams are among the two most popular ombinatorial approahes. Fault-Treesare a dedutive modeling and analysis tehnique based on the study of the events thatmay impair the dependability of a system [81, 54, 112℄. Reliability Blok Diagrams[76, 81, 107℄ are espeially meant to evaluate the reliability related harateristis ofsystems omposed of multiple omponents onneted in series or in parallel. State spaemodels an be either deterministi, if their behavior is exatly determined, or stohasti,if they have probabilisti nature. Beause of the unpreditability haraterizing theourrene of the failure events, probabilisti state spae models are more appropriate independability evaluation.Stohasti models an be further lassi�ed in Markovian and non-Markovian aordingto the underlying stohasti proess [43, 70, 112℄. A wide range of dependability modelingproblems fall in the domain of Markovian models, for example when only exponentiallydistributed times our. Markov hains (DTMC and CTMC), Stohasti Petri nets



3.2 Quality of Servie assessment 31(SPN) and Generalized Stohasti Petri nets (GSPN) are among the major Markovianmodels.A Markov hain is a stohasti proess, having disrete or ountable state spae, whihenjoys the memoryless property, also known as the Markov property : given the urrentstate of the model, the future evolution of the model is desribed by the urrent state,and is independent of past states. Markov hains [73, 88, 70, 112℄ ombine an extremeversatility with well developed and e�ient solution algorithms, whih have been im-plemented in many automated tools for the performane and dependability evaluation.A state hange of a ontinuous-time Markov hain (CTMC) is alled a state transition.The dynami behavior of a CTMC is desribed by the transition rate matrix Q = ‖qi,j‖,where qi,j, for eah i 6= j, is de�ned as the rate with whih the Markov hain moves fromstate i to state j, and qi,i = −qi = −
∑

i6=j qi,j. One the state oupation probabilitiesof the CTMC have been obtained, the values of the most important dependability mea-sures an be evaluated [70, 112℄. To evaluate ombined metris, suh as performabilitymeasures, a reward struture an also be de�ned, whih assigns reward values to thestates (or to the transitions) of the Markov hain model, obtaining the Markov rewardmodels [88℄.The Petri net modeling paradigm has been developed with the spei� purpose ofrepresenting in a ompat and lear way onurrene, synhronization and ooperationamong proesses [95℄. Very soon, Petri nets have been widely aepted beause of theirability to desribe the qualitative and quantitative aspets of omplex systems, and alsobeause of their intuitive and appealing graphial representation. The lass of (Marko-vian) Stohasti Petri Nets (SPN's) [85, 9℄ is a very popular timed extension of theplae-transition Petri nets [94℄. The graphial representation of a SPN model onsists ofplaes and timed exponential transitions onneted by direted ars. Plaes may ontaintokens, entities represented as positive integers. The state of the SPN model is the mark-ing of the net, a vetor de�ned by the number of tokens in eah plae. Eah transition hasan assoiated random �ring delay with negative exponential distribution. A transitionis said to be enabled in a marking if eah of its input plaes ontains at least as manytokens as the multipliity of the orresponding input ar. As soon as a transition getsenabled, a random �ring time is sampled from the distribution assoiated to it, and atimer starts ounting from that time downto zero. The transition �res if and only if itremains ontinuously enabled until the timer reahes zero. When the transition �res,from eah input (output) plae as many tokens as the multipliity of the orrespondinginput (output) ar are removed (are added) in a single atomi and instantaneous op-eration (atomi �ring rule). As the transitions �re, the marking of the net is hangedand other transitions an get enabled or aborted. The dynami evolution of the model,whih evolves from an initial marking, an be desribed by a diret graph, alled thereahability graph, whose nodes are the markings in the reahability set, and whose arsare labeled with the transition ausing the orresponding marking hange. Thanks to thememoryless property of the exponential distribution, the remaining time to the �ring oftransitions whih remain enabled after a hange of marking is exponentially distributed,whether the memory of the transitions is kept or not. It is easy to realize that the



32 O�-line Veri�ation and Validationevolution of a SPN model an be represented by a CTMC, whose state spae elementsare in a one-to-one orrespondene with the elements of the reahability set, and whosetransition rates among states are equal to the �ring rates of the transitions that produethe orresponding marking hange in the SPN. Thus, the assoiated Markov hain isindeed isomorphi to the reahability graph. An SPN model an be solved in terms ofthe marking oupation probabilities by performing the analysis of the assoiate Markovhain. A reward struture an be assoiated to the markings of a SPN model, to evaluatesome metri of interest [42℄.The lass of Generalized Stohasti Petri Nets (GSPN's) [1℄ allows for exponential andinstantaneous (whih �re in zero time, one enabled) transitions. Con�its among timedtransitions are solved aording to the same rae model as in the ase of SPN's, whereason�its among instantaneous transitions are solved by a priority assignment, and byassoiating weights to instantaneous transitions at the same priority level. The solutionof a GSPN model resorts again to that of a Markov hain, assoiated to the redued basemodel of the GSPN.Stohasti ativity networks (SAN) [104℄ are one of the most powerful (in term ofmodelling apabilities) stohasti extensions to Petri nets. They have a graphial repre-sentation onsisting of plaes, ativities, input and output gates and two operators Repand Join to ompose Sub-networks together in a bigger SAN alled �Composed Model�.Sine there is a great number of real irumstanes in whih the Markov property is notvalid, for example when deterministi times our, non-Markovian models are used forthis type of problems.In past years, several lasses of non-Markovian approahes have been de�ned [28℄, suhas Semi-Markov Stohasti Petri Net (SMSPN's) [43℄, Markov Regenerative StohastiPetri Nets (MRSPN's) [40℄ and Deterministi and Stohasti Petri Nets (DSPN's) [2℄.Three of the major methods for analytially solving the non-Markovian models are dis-ussed in [27, 88, 63℄: i) assoiating �supplementary variables� to non-exponential randomvariables, ii) using a sequene of exponential stages to approximate a non-exponentialrandom variable (phase-type expansions) and iii) searhing for embedded epohs in thesystem evolution where the Markov property is valid.Many of the existing modeling tehniques are supported by automated tools for theassisted onstrution and solution of dependability models. Here, we reall just Möbiusand DEEM, whih are those of spei� interest for the ART DECO projet.Möbius [44℄ Möbius provides an infrastruture to support multiple interating mod-eling formalisms and solvers. Formalisms supported are: SAN's, Bukets and Balls (ageneralization of Markov hains), and PEPA (a proess algebra). Möbius allows to om-bine (atomi) models to form the Composed model. To this purpose, it supports thetwo operators Rep and Join to ompose sub-networks. It supports the transient andsteady-state analysis of Markovian models, the steady-state analysis of non-MarkovianDSPN-like models [105℄, and transient and steady-state simulation. More informationan be found in the web site http://www.rh.uiu.edu/PERFORM.
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q1 q2Figure 3.5: Annotated Use Case Diagram.DEEM [29℄ DEEM supports the methodology proposed in [90, 30, 89℄ for the depend-ability modeling and evaluation of Multiple Phased Systems (MPS's), relied upon DSPNas a modeling formalism and on MRGP for the model solution. In its present version, theduration of the phases is deterministi and the phase model is restrited to ontain onlyexponential and instantaneous transitions. Moreover, in every non-absorbing marking ofthe DSPN there is always one deterministi transition enabled, whih orresponds to thephase being urrently exeuted. Speialized solution for transient analysis is supported.More information an be found in the web site http://dl.isti.nr.it/DEEM.3.2.2 Reliability predition from UML modelsThe ability to validate software systems early in the development lifeyle is beomingruial. While early validation of funtional requirements is supported by well knownapproahes, the validation of non-funtional requirements, suh as reliability, is not. Inthis hapter we introdue a methodology that starts with the analysis of the UML modelof software arhiteture followed by the bayesian framework for reliability predition.We utilize three di�erent types of UML diagrams: Use Case, Sequene and Deploymentdiagrams. They are annotated with reliability related attributesAnnotating Use Case DiagramsA Use Case Diagram (UCD) provides a funtional desription of a system, its majorsenarios (i.e., use ases) and its external users alled ators (an ator may be a systemor a person). It also provides a graphi desription of how external entities (ators)interat with the system.Figure 3.5 presents a very simple UCD annotated for the reliability assessment pur-poses1. In this ase, two types of users and two use ases are onsidered. The annotationsintrodued are the same as in [108℄: q1 and q2 represent the probabilities for users (orgroups of users, eah sharing similar system usage patterns) u1 and u2, respetively, toaess the system by requesting ertain servies. P11 and P12 represent the probabilitiesthat user u1 requests the funtionality f1 or f2, respetively. P21 and P22 have a similarmeaning with respet to user u2.1Note that this type of UCD annotations have been used for performane assessment purposes in [46℄.



34 O�-line Veri�ation and ValidationIn general, the probability of exeuting the use ase x is given by:
P (x) =

m∑

i=1

qi · Pix (3.1)where m is the number of user types.Furthermore we assume that, for eah use ase, the set of all the relevant SequeneDiagrams (representing main senarios within the use ase) have been identi�ed andspei�ed. The assignment of use ase probabilities, as in equation (3.1), infers that thesame probability is assigned to the exeution of every Sequene Diagram (SD) within theset orresponding to the use ase. But in general, given a set of SDs, not all of them willhave the same probability of exeution. Hene, if we are able to assign a non-uniformprobability distribution to the SDs referring to the same use ase, equation (3.1) givesrise to the following equation [108℄:
P (kj) = P (j) · fj(k) (3.2)where fj(k) is the frequeny of the k-th overall the SDs referring to the j-th use ase.Parameter P (kj) represents the probability of a senario exeution.Annotating Sequene DiagramsSequene Diagrams (SDs) depit how groups of omponents interat to aomplish agiven task. As mentioned in setion 3.2.2, we assume that the behavior of eah use aseis given by a set of SDs. Interations are drawn along a time axis, thus de�ning a partialorder of exeution. Hene, SDs provide spei� information about the order in whihevents our and an provide the information about the time required for reating toevents.When an interation enters omponent's axis (i.e., the omponent reeives a servierequest), the omponent beomes busy. We therefore assume that a omponent is busyduring interval of time that starts with an entering interation and ends with the orre-sponding exit interation [108℄. In Figure 3.6, a Sequene Diagram spei�ally annotatedfor our reliability model is shown.It is easy to ount the number of busy periods that omponent Ci experienes in agiven senario (Sequene Diagram). For example omponent C3 in Figure 3.6 has twobusy periods, the �rst one from the interation labeled l1 to l2, and the seond one from l3to l4. In general, let us denote by bpij the number of busy periods that the omponent Cishows in the Sequene Diagram j. If we assume that an estimate of the failure probability

θi for every omponent Ci is available, then, as a �rst approximation, we an get theestimate of the probability of failure θij of the omponent i in the senario j from thefollowing equation [108℄:
θij = Prob(failure of Ci in scenario j) = 1 − (1 − θi)

bpij (3.3)
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bp=1 bp=3 bp=2Figure 3.6: Annotated Sequene Diagram.Annotating Deployment DiagramsA Deployment Diagram shows the platform on�guration where the software appliationis targeted to run. Nodes represent platform sites (e.g., workstations, PCs, et.) andlinks represents hardware/logial onnetors (e.g., LAN, WAN, et.). Additional boxesrepresent software omponents and are plaed into the respetive sites where they aresupposed to be loaded. In pratie this diagram shows the mapping of omponents tosites.The reliability of ommuniation in distributed software an be ritial, espeially inunsafe environments. The annotation of a Deployment Diagram with the probabilities offailure over the onnetors among sites (possibly a priori estimated) allows the reliabilitymodel to embed the ommuniation failures. In fat, based on to these annotationsa failure probability an be assigned to eah interation of a Sequene Diagram. Thefailure probability of an interation between two remote omponents is the one over theonnetor linking the sites that host the omponents (it is reasonable to onsider, as wedo, fully reliable the ommuniations among omponents residing on the same site).Figure 3.7 shows an example of annotated Deployment Diagram inluding omponentsin Figure 3.6. We number the failure probabilities over the onnetors as ψ1, ψ2, et.,eah orresponding to the failure probability of all the ommuniations over the onnetorit is annotated on. Therefore, eah pair of omponents (l,m) ommuniating over theonnetor i is subjet to a failure probability ψi.If we denote by |Interact(l,m, j)| the number of interations that omponents l and mexhange in the SD j (note that this quantity is straightforwardly obtainable by visiting
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psi

C1

C2
C3Figure 3.7: Annotated Deployment Diagram.the SD), then the ontribute ψlmj to the reliability of ommuniation between theseomponents (assuming it ours over the onnetor i) in the senario j is as follows:

ψlmj = (1 − ψi)
|Interact(l,m,j)|. (3.4)Equation (3.4) takes also into aount two speial ases:

• Two software omponents are o-loated in the same platform site: the ommuni-ation between them an be fairly onsidered totally reliable, beause it does notinvolve any physial onnetion, that is ψi = 0 for these omponents.
• Two omponents, wherever loated, have no interations: trivially it solves into

|Interact(l, i, j)| = 0, bringing a neutral ontribution 1 to the onnetion reliabilityprodut.One an argue that mapping of omponents to sites may not be available early in thelifeyle. In this ase our model an niely work without the ontribution of ommu-niation failures (see [108℄). However, if several mapping alternatives may be designed,equation (3.4) an be easily instantiated to produe the reliability of eah alternative. Inthe latter ase, the model may therefore support the omparison of di�erent mappingsbased on reliability issues.The UML-based reliability approah summarized in this setion has been applied overa simpli�ed WEB-based transation proessing system. This system, illustrated in Figure3.8, has been modeled and then analyzed in [47℄. The numerial results reported in [47℄support the laim of e�etiveness and robustness of the proposed approah to reliabilitypredition of omponent based systems.
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3.2 Quality of Servie assessment 373.2.3 Performane AnalysisFor performane analysis we apply an approah based on the Software PerformaneEngineering (SPE) framework [110℄. In this framework a separation of the SoftwareModel (SM) from its environment/mahinery model (MM) is introdued. This distintionallows the designer to separately de�ne software and mahinery models and to solve theirombination and, on the other hand, improves the portability of both models (i.e., theperformane of a spei� software system an be evaluated on di�erent platforms, and theperformane of a spei� platform an be validated under di�erent software systems). SMaptures essential aspets of software behaviour and is based on Exeution Graphs (EG).An EG is a graph that inludes several types of nodes, suh as basi, yle, onditional,fork and join nodes. Eah basi node represents a software workload omponent, that isa set of instrutions or proedures performing a spei� task. It is weighted by a demandvetor that represents the resoure usage of the node (i.e., the amount of eah resourerequired to perform the task). Edges represent transfer of ontrol. MM is the model of thehardware platform and is based on Extended Queueing Network Models (EQNM) [77℄.EQNM are extensively applied in the literature for the modelling of resoure ontention.In order to speify and parameterize an EQNM it is neessary to de�ne: omponents (i.e.,servie enters), topology (i.e., onnetions among enters) and parameters (suh as joblasses, job routing among enters, sheduling disipline at eah servie enter, serviedemand at eah servie enter). Components and topology are given by the systemspei�ation, while the spei�ation of parameters needs the support of information fromSM. Upon parameterization ompletion, the EQNM has to be solved to obtain the valuesof the performane indies of interest. Hene, the steps of the model solution are thefollowing: proessing the EG with redution analysis tehniques to obtain software-basedparameters (i.e., job lasses and routing) and mapping them onto the EQNM; solvingthe parameterized EQNM with lassial tehniques based on analysis and/or simulation[77℄The derivation of analysis models following the framework desribed in Setion 2.3implies the de�nition of MOF metamodels for EG and EQN models and of preise trans-formations rules as desribed in [65℄.Figures 3.9 and 3.10 depit possible MOF metamodels for EG and EQN models, re-spetively. Eah Node in the EG metamodel is haraterized by attributes suh as name,time-demand, resoure-type and servie-name (demand vetor). The node type (on-trol, basi, É) derives diretly from the EG terminology [110℄. The transfer of ontrolis modeled through simple predeessor/suessor assoiations or by way of more om-plex Control nodes modeling, for example, the possibility of seleting among di�erentsuessors (branh) or the repetition of a ertain number of nodes (loop).The proposed EQN metamodel is based on the widely used notation for EQN presentedin [77℄. As an additional feature, we have tried to maintain in this metamodel theseparation of onerns between SM and MM typial of the SPE approah. To this endwe de�ne a EQN as omposed by, on one side, a set of Routing Chains modeling theworkload and, on the other side, as a set of enters modeling the di�erent kind of EQNenters. For the sake of simpliity we omit here a omplete de�nition of the Routing hain
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Figure 3.9: The EG metamodelmetalass. Figure 3.10 depits only its relationships with EGs, indiating that a routinghain is derived from an EG. The onnetion between these two sides of an overall EQNmodel is represented through the Demand assoiation that links the di�erent resouredemands of a single EG node to the related EQN enters. A enter in a EQN an beAtive (with attributes suh as Number of servers, Sheduling disipline, servie-rate,servie-distribution), Passive (whose attributes are the Token number and the serviedisipline) or Speial modeling for example, the soure or the sink of a workload, orparallel thread of exeution (Fork and Join). Eah Speial node is, in turn, haraterizedby a suitable attribute; the soure node attributes, for example, are the arrival rate andthe arrival proess distribution.The overall transformation from a KLAPER model to a performane model basedon EG and EQN onsists of several steps that an be realized using QVT relations asdesribed in [65℄. At the end of this transformation proess, it is possible to obtain theEG and the EQN models of the soure model. Figure 3.11 shows an example of the EGmodel that one an obtain applying these transformations.The �nal step of a transformation from KLAPER to EQNmodels is the EQN parametriza-tion onsisting in the onstrution of the routing hains modeling the EQN dynamis.Roughly speaking, a routing hain should be built for eah EG derived from the behaviorassoiated with a workload in the KLAPER model.Figure 3.11 shows an example of the parameterized EQN model that one an obtainapplying these transformations.The obtained EQN model an be solved to obtain several results suh as: the omple-tion time for the appliation (or for a single appliation ativity), the resoure utilization,the better resoures distribution with respet to a ertain ompletion time and so on.
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Figure 3.10: The EQN metamodel3.2.4 Within ART DECOEarly QoS quantitative assessment in ART DECO will be pursued through model-basedanalysis, mainly in terms of reliability, availability, performability and performane indi-ators. By adopting the methods/tehniques reviewed in Setion 3.2.1, spei� aspetsof the projet's developments will be veri�ed and validated through an o�-line approah.With referene to the struture depited in Figure 1.1, this ativity mainly fouses onV&V at arhitetural level as a support to both arhitetural hoies and to the de-ision making proess performed by the autonomi system manager. In addition, theomponent-based struture of the system arhiteture in 1.1 (where omponents aremeant as basi entities that an orresponds to objet, servies, et.) is well suited toapply existing approahes that, starting from the QoS of omposing elements, build upQoS models of the whole arhiteture.Model-based evaluation for design The design of the ART DECO arhiteture nees-sitates veri�ation ativities to be performed as soon as possible sine the early phasesof the design proess, in order to justi�ably trust the identi�ed solutions and to makeappropriate hoies among several possible alternatives. Model-based validation ouldbe promoted inside the ART DECO framework to this purpose. Both analytial andsimulative models will be pursued, as a support to the veri�ation of the adequay of theenvisaged solutions with respet to the imposed requirements, and to guide the re�ne-ment proess neessary to improve on de�ient hoies.Model based evaluation for deisions making Besides its usage as a support to the de-sign ativities, model-based evaluation tehniques ould be pro�tably employed as a sup-
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Figure 3.11: Example of EG modelport to the deision-making proess performed by the autonomi system servies/ompo-nents. In fat, to properly reat to malfuntions or simple variations of user needs and/orenvironmental onditions, and to optimize resoure assignment, quantitative assessmentsof the bene�ts deriving from applying a ertain reation/reon�guration are very impor-tant. Both transient (in a pre-de�ned interval of time following the spei� reon�g-uration ation) and steady-state analysis are useful in this ontext. In fat, it mighthappen that during the transient period, performane is temporarily worse than beforethe reon�guration, but then it beomes better when the system reahes the new steadystate. However, it is an important issue to evaluate point-wise performane to preventthat the system degrades under a given aeptable level and to measure the time to reahthe expeted steady-state e�et.3.3 TestingThe testing phase is an important and ritial part of software development, onsumingeven more than half of the e�ort required for produing deliverable software [14℄. Un-fortunately, often due to time or ost onstraints, the testing is not developed in theproper manner or is even skipped. Beside exhaustive veri�ation tehniques, suh as



3.3 Testing 41model heking, many times a testing phase is required for faing the omplexity of theappliations to be veri�ed or evaluating spei� qualities and properties of the software.Software testing, aordingly with a reent de�nition, an be haraterized as [17℄:"Software Testing onsists of the dynami veri�ation of the behavior of a program ona �nite set of test ases, suitably seleted from the usually in�nite exeutions domain,against the spei�ed expeted behavior�.Of ourse the management of the testing ativities depends stritly on the developmentproess adopted for delivering the software produts; however the main phases an beresumed in [17℄:Planning: As for any other proess ativity, the testing must be planned and sheduled.Thus the time and e�ort needed for performing and ompleting Software Testingmust be established in advane during the early stages of development. This alsoinludes the spei�ation of the personnel involved, the tasks they must to performand the failities and equipments they may use.Test ases generation: Aording to the test plan onstraints a set(s) of the test asesmust be generated by using a (several) test strategy (ies).Test ases exeution: The test ases exeution may involve testing engineers, outsidepersonnel or even ustomers. It is important to doument every ation performed inorder to allow the experiments' dupliation and meaningful and truthful evaluationsof the results obtained.Test results analysis: The olleted testing results must be evaluated to determine whe-ther the test was suessful (the system performs as expeted, or there are no majorunexpeted outomes) and used for deriving measures and values of interest.Problem reporting: A test log douments the testing ativity performed. This shouldontain for example the date in whih a test was onduted, the data of the peoplewho performed the test, the information about the system on�guration and anyother relevant data. Anomalies or unexpeted behaviors should be also reported.Post-losure ativities: the information relative to failures or defets disovered duringtesting exeution are used for evaluating the performane and the e�etiveness ofthe developed testing strategy(ies) and determining whether the proess develop-ment adopted needs some improvements.All these ativities have in ommon the same testing purpose: evaluating the produtquality for inreasing the software engineering on�dene in the proper funtioning ofthe software.In this setion, onsidering the above subdivision of ativities, we fous on test asesgeneration, exeution and test result analysis.In partiular onsidering the test ases generation there are several testing tehniquesfoused on the veri�ation of funtional and non funtional properties. With partiular



42 O�-line Veri�ation and Validationregards to servie testing, Bai et al. [8℄ de�ned a blak-box strategy for test data gen-eration starting from an XML shema. Reently, Martin et al. proposed a preliminaryframework to automatially perform Web servie robustness testing [83℄, while Fu et al.highlighted the need for a proper testing of exeption ode [58℄. It is out of the sope ofthis deliverable providing an exhaustive survey of the possible testing approahes. Anexhaustive desription of testing approahes an be found in books suh as [14, 25℄, whileapproahes spei� to servie testing are desribed in [50℄.Among them, exploiting the bakground and the knowledge of the ART DECO par-tiipants, we present in this setion a general view of some testing approahes for webservie, web servie omposition and servie oriented arhitetures in general, looking atbehavioral orretness and at the reahed quality of servie. Moreover, we overview anumber of tehniques to generate test ases for both operational and pure logi mod-els. In partiular in the rest of this setion we brie�y presented two di�erent testingapproahes:
• A data �ow-based validation method useful for verifying spei� funtional dataproperties in the servie omposition (Setion 3.3.1).
• A Evolutionary test data generation method [51℄ suitable for the veri�ation ofspei� non funtional properties (Setion 3.3.2).The approahes are omplementary and fous on two spei� aspets of the servieomposition veri�ation. The former exploits the data requirements a for deriving testase able to verifying overall ompositional properties. Further details are provided inSetion 3.3.1. The latter aims at automatially generating test ases, onsisting in servieomposition inputs and bindings, that ause violations in the Servie Level Agreements(SLA. Further details are provided in Setion 3.3.2.The two approahes address two important issues of servie testing (as highlighted in[35℄), i.e., seurity issue and the need for keeping the Quality of Servie (QoS) within theSLA negotiated between servie provider and onsumers.For aim of ompleteness within the ART DECO projet we will propose a �rst designof an integrated testing environment, in whih the derived test ases an be exeuted.In partiular setion 3.3.3 we present the �rst struture of a stubs generator for testingfuntional and non funtional properties. This represents the basis for the de�nition ofthe testing environment. Its re�nements and further spei�ation will be planned duringthe remaining part of the ART DECO projet.3.3.1 Data Flow-based Validation of (Web) Servie CompositionsThis deliverable presents proposals for adapting existing validation approahes to thevalidation of (web) servies and (web) servie omposition. They mainly use behavioralspei�ations, extrated from the BPEL desription of the omposition, as an input toformal veri�ation. However proving the behavioral orretness of the system may notbe su�ient to guarantee that spei� data properties are satis�ed [102℄. Inside the



3.3 Testing 43projet ART DECO we fous on the spei� task of data validation and even model-ing. The approahes proposed are general enough to be adapted to the ART DECOspei� arhiteture. Most of the times data-�ow requirements and data properties arejust informally expressed in natural language, and onsequently annot be adequatelyveri�ed. Data modeling represents an important aspet to be onsidered during the im-plementation of a omposition, as data-�ow relationships and requirements provide analternative view of the omposition problem with respet to the funtional-oriented view,whih should be taken in onsideration during both the implementation and the testingphase. Of ourse the usage of data information for veri�ation purposes is not a novelty.Several data-�ow oriented test adequay riteria have been proposed in the past. In ARTDECO the purpose is to explore the possible ways of exploiting data information for thevalidation before and during the implementation of a web servie omposition. This se-tion is strutured in two main parts: an overview of reent researh work on validationof web servies and web servie ompositions; some proposal for data-�ow modeling andfor the validation of web servies omposition.Overview of Reent ProposalsThis setion is a brief overview on reent investigations on WSs validation either regard-less of omposition issues or addressing spei�ally WSs omposition or fousing on faultor failure models for WSs ompositions.In the Coyote framework [114℄, test data are seleted among monitored data and othermanually produed test data, aording to their fault detetion ability. The latter isassessed thanks to a mutation overage riterion de�ned on ontrats [75℄ (a similarapproah is proposed in [106℄ where mutations are de�ned on the WSDL language).Coyote requires user-provided exeution senarios as MSCs [113℄ whih are proessedtogether with the WSDL spei�ation of the WSs to automatially generate test sripts.Another approah proposed in [21, 16℄ fouses on testing the onformane to a spei�edaess protool of a WS instane. The authors propose to augment the WSDL desriptionwith a UML2.0 Protool State Mahine (PSM) desribing how the servie provided bya omponent an be aessed by a lient through its ports and interfaes. The PSMis translated into a Symboli Transition System (STS), to whih existing formal testingtheory and tools an be applied for onformane evaluation, as for instane in [57℄ whereSTSs are used to speify the behavior of ommuniating WS ports and test data aregenerated to hek the onformity of the e�etive implementation to suh a spei�ation.Validation of ompositions of WSs has been reently addressed by few investigations.Some of them [122, 124℄ fous on the strutural overage of the omposition spei�ation,onsidering that it is provided in BPEL, the standard language for programming WSsompositions. In [60℄, a transformation is proposed from BPEL to PROMELA (similarlyto [37℄). The resulting abstrat model is used with the SPIN model-heker to generatetests guided by strutural overage riteria (suh as transition overage).Compositions of WSs an also be formally veri�ed as soon as formal models of theomposition and of required properties are provided. For instane, in [91℄ work�owsare desribed as Petri Nets and then simulated to verify properties suh as reahability.



44 O�-line Veri�ation and ValidationSimilarly, a transformation of BPEL proesses in Colored Petri Nets (CPN) has beenproposed [123℄. Another formal approah is proposed in [56℄. The work�ow is spei�edin BPEL and an additional funtional spei�ation is provided as a set of MSCs. Thesespei�ations are translated in the Finite State Proesses (FSP) notation and model-heking is performed. The �nal goal is to detet exeution senarios allowed in theMSC desription and that are not exeutable in the work�ow and, onversely.The above investigations use models of the omposition behavior and of propertiesor senarios expressing the user expetations (MSCs or state based properties suh asthe absene of deadlok). A di�erent haraterization of failures of WSs ompositionsis proposed in [119, 120℄ where failures are onsidered as interations between WSs,similarly to feature interations in teleommuniation servies, and lassi�ed as goal on-�it, resoure ontention, deployment-ownership deisions related problem, assumptionviolation, information hiding, poliy on�it or wrong invoation order.The underlying models of all the above approahes - work�ows, senarios, user goals,state-based properties - fous on ontrol. The veri�ation of the data transformationsinvolved in the WSs omposition exeution does not seem to have been explored so far.From the modelling point of view, this lak has been outlined in [82℄ where dependeniesbetween data exhanged during the exeution of a WSs omposition are expliitly mod-eled by means of an ad ho notation. There is no literature on fault models based on datafor WSs ompositions. However, we ould mention a proposition of data fault model forwork�ows [102℄. Aording to this model, data an be redundant if they are produed byan ativity, but not used by any other ativity. They an be lost, if the outputs of twoonurrently exeuted ativities are assigned to a single variable in a non deterministiorder (so, one of the outputs may be lost) or missing, if an input ativity expets datathat are not spei�ed as outputs of another ativity. They an be mismathed, if theexpeted input data do not math with the atual data sent to an ativity. Inonsistentdata orrespond to orrupted variables. Data an be misdireted if an ativity A expetsdata from an ativity B while A is prior to B in the work�ow. Finally, data may beinsu�ient to omplete the work�ow goals (this is mainly a spei�ation problem).Using Data-�ow for testing Web Servies CompositionData related models To illustrate the usefulness of data �ow modelling for testing pur-poses, we refer to a simpli�ed version of the Virtual Travel Ageny (VTA) example usedin [82℄. A VTA servie o�ers travel pakages to ustomers, by ombining two indepen-dent existing servies: a �ight booking servie (FBS), and a hotel booking servie (HBS).HBS reeives the date and the loation using the ports H.request.date and H.request.lo,respetively.The ports H.o�er.ost and H.o�er.hotel are used for returning the ost and other hotelinformation. In a similar way, FBS uses the ports F.request.date and F.request.lo forreeiving �ight booking requests for a given time period and loation, while F.o�er.ost,F.o�er.shedule, F.booked.info for returning the ost, the shedule and other �ight infor-mation.In both ases, the o�er an be aepted or aneled through the ustomer interfae,
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A

C.h_offer.costH.offer.cost

C.booked.cost

C.f_offer.costF.offer.cost Figure 3.12: DFM examplewhih is a servie provided by the VTA and invoking HBS and FBS. Customers anask for a travel pakage providing the dates and loation (output ports C.request.date,C.request.lo) and be informed about the proposed �ight (C.f_o�er.shedule, C.f_o�er.ost),hotel (C.h_o�er.hotel, C.h_o�er.ost) and the pakage ost (C.booked.ost). Figure 3.12provides an abstrat data-�ow model (DFM) expressing dependenies between the �ightand hotel o�ered osts and the ost proposed to the ustomer.Aording to this model, the hotel ost o�ered to the ustomer (C.h_o�er.ost) mustbe equal to the ost returned by the HBS (H.o�er.ost) and similarly for the �ight ost.The whole pakage ost (C.booked.ost) is omputed from the seleted hotel and �ightosts by means of the funtion A (this funtion ollets osts and may add various fees).DFMs an be useful in the spei�ation of WSs ompositions, sine they highlight thegoal of the omposition from the data point of view. Building a DFM fores modellingthe impliit knowledge on data, avoiding loss of information or misdiretion of data �owand highlighting the most ritial data �ow paths. A DFM an also be used, notably, tode�ne test overage riteria and test strategies. Furthermore, data-�ow relationships andrequirements provide an alternative view of the problem with respet to the funtional-oriented view. Assuming that a DFM is provided for the WSs omposition, we explorein the rest of this setion the appliable veri�ation and validation approahes that oulduse this model, and identify hallenges for researh in this �eld.Data fault models, as the lassi�ation mentioned in the previous setion [102℄, ouldalso be useful in the validation proess. In the ontext of WSs omposition, some ofthe identi�ed problems in this lassi�ation do not apply when the standard languagesBPEL andWSDL are used, sine these languages ensure that the data exhanged betweenservies onform to a mutual aepted spei�ation (see Table 3.1). In order to be able toformally identify and to automate the veri�ation of suh data problems, a model of thedata used within the WSs omposition is needed. Hene, data modeling is an importantissue in the design, the implementation and the validation of a omposition.Kinds of models referred to Performing data-�ow based validation may involve severalkinds of models than an be ombined in various ways. In ART DECO projet we onsiderthat one or more of the following models may be available:
• A DFM, de�ned before the implementation of the omposition and independentlyfrom any behavioral spei�ation of the omposition. It expresses dependeniesbetween the data handled or exhanged during the exeution of the WSs omposi-tion.
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Figure 3.13: VTA omposition example
Data validation problem De�nition for WSRedundant data Statially deteted - onformane betweenservie invoation and WSDL desriptionLost data Can our when two data-�ows involvingthe same variable de�nition merge in a single �ow:one of the values an be lost.Missing data Statially deteted onformane betweenservie invoation and WSDL desriptionMissmathed data Statially deteted onformane betweenservie invoation and WSDL desription,exept if there are assumptions other thanthose expressed in the WSDL �le.Inonsistent data Can our when a data-�ow involving a all to WSmerges, after this all, with a data �owupdating a variable ontaining a value omingfrom the WS in other words, the BPEL programmay unorretly update this variableMisdireted data Nothing spei� to WS.Insu�ient data Spei�ation problem.Table 3.1: Data validation problems for WSs



3.3 Testing 47Used model Additional modelsInitial Target 1 None 2 BPEL 3 Data fault model1 None DFM Strutural overage ofDFMBlak-box test generation Stati veri�ation(BPEL vs. DFM) Coverage of DFM/faultmodelBlak-box test generation2 BPEL DFM Strutural overage ofDFMBlak-box test generation De�ne overage riteriafor BPELGuide test generation (toahieve BPEL overage) Coverage of DFM/faultmodelBlak-box test generation3 None Dataproperties Usual blak box testing(ategory partition) Usual data-�ow testing Coverage - Guide testgenerationTable 3.2: Data-�ow based validation issues
• A behavioral model of the WSs omposition. It is possible to derive, from thismodel, a DFM expliitly fousing on the servie data interations. An exampleWSs omposition for the VTA is given in Figure 3.13 (alternatively, a BPEL proessould also be provided).
• A model de�ning lasses of faults related to data (data fault model). Table 3.1 isan example of suh a lassi�ation that ould be used as a fault model.
• In addition to these models, we an onsider properties fousing on data, written ina formal language. While a DFM fouses on dependenies between data, propertiesmay restrit the domain of the omputed values or express relations between them(for instane, C.h_o�er.ost + C.f_o�er.ost ≤ C.booked.cost).Table 3.2 summarizes the above mentioned models and highlights how testing ouldbe performed in presene of one or more of these models within the ART DECO projet.3.3.2 Evolutionary test data generationSearh-based optimization tehniques have been suessfully applied to takle di�erenttesting problems, and in partiular to generate testing data. Most of the relevant refer-enes on that topis are reported and disussed in a survey by MMinn [84℄.In reent years, the use of metaheuristi searh tehniques for the automati generationof test data has been of great interest. It is known that enumeration of all program'sinput is infeasible for any reasonably-sized program. Random searh is unreliable andunlikely to �nd features of software that are not exerised by mere hane. Metaheuristisearh tehniques utilizes heuristis in order to �nd solutions to ombinatorial problemsat a reasonable omputational ost. The problem may be NP-omplete or NP-hard, ora problem for whih a polynomial time algorithm is known to exist but is not prati-al. Metaheuristi searh tehniques represent strategies ready for adaption to spei�problems and are not standalone alghoritms. For test data generation, this involves thetransformation of test riteria to objetive funtions. Objetive funtions ompare andontrast solutions of the searh with respet to the overall searh goal. Using this infor-mation, the searh is direted into potentially promising areas of the searh spae. Thesetehniques have been applied to automate test data generation in the following areas:
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• the overage of spei� program strutures, as part of a strutural, or white-boxtesting strategy;
• the exerising of some spei� program feature, as desribed by a spei�ation;
• attempting to automatially disprove ertain grey-box properties regarding theoperation of a piee of software, for example trying to stimulate error onditions,or falsify assertions relating to the software's safety;
• to verify non-funtional properties, for example the worst ase exeution time of asegment of ode.In order to adapt a metaheuristi searh tehnique to a spei� problem, a number ofdi�erent deisions have to be made. For example the way in whih solutions should beenoded so that they an be manipulated by the searh, so that the searh will be allowedto move easily from one solution to another that shares a similar set of properties. Thesemovements are dependent on the evaluation of andidate solutions, performed using aproblem-spei� objetive funtion. The searh seeks �better� solutions using knowledgeand experiene of previous andidates and feedbak from the objetive funtion. A goodobjetive funtion is therefore ritial to the suess of the searh. Solutions that are�better� in some respet should be rewarded with better objetive values, whereas poorersolutions should be punished with poorer objetive values. Whether a "better" objetivevalue is, in pratie, a higher value or lower value, is dependent on whether the searh isseeking to minimize or maximize the objetive funtion.The metaheuristi tehniques that have been used in software test data generation areHill Climbing, Simulated Annealing and Evolutionary Algorithms.Hill Climbing works to improve one solution, with an initial solution randomly ho-sen from the searh spae as a starting point. The neighbourhood of this solution isinvestigated. If a better solution is found, then this replaes the urrent solution. Theneighbourhood of the new solution is then investigated. If a better solution is found, theurrent solution is replaed again, and so on, until no improved neighbours an be foundfor the urrent solution.Simulated Annealing is similar in priniple to Hill Climbing. However, by allowing for aprobabilisti aeptane of poorer solutions, Simulated Annealing allows for less restritedmovement around the searh spae. The name "Simulated Annealing" originates fromthe analogy of the tehnique with the hemial proess of annealing.Evolutionary Algorithms use simulated evolution as a searh strategy to evolve an-didate solutions, using operators inspired by genetis and natural seletion. GenetiAlgorithms (GAs) are the most well known form of Evolutionary Algorithm. For GAs,the searh is primarily driven by the use of reombination � a mehanism of exhangeof information between solutions to �breed� new ones � whereas Evolution Strategiesprinipally use mutation � a proess of randomly modifying solutions. Although thesedi�erent approahes were developed independently, and with di�erent diretions in mind,reent work has inorporated ideas from both.



3.3 Testing 49A lassi�ation of Evolutionary Testing TehniquesThe appliation of Evolutionary Algorithms to test data generation is often referred asEvolutionary Testing. Di�erent tehniques an be ategorized on the basis of objetivefuntion onstrution.Coverage-Oriented Approahes reward individuals on the basis of overed programstrutures. In the work of Roper [101℄, an individual is rewarded on the basis of thenumber of strutures exeuted in aordane with the overage riterion. The searh,however, tends to reward individuals that exeute the longest paths through the testobjet. The work of Watkins [6℄ attempts to obtain full path overage for programs. Theobjetive funtion penalizes individuals that follow already overed paths, by assigning avalue that is the inverse of the number of times the path has already been exeuted duringthe searh. The diretion of the searh is onstantly hanged. However, the penalizationof overed paths, in itself, provides little guidane to the disovery of new, previouslyunfound paths.Struture-Oriented Approahes take a �divide and onquer� approah to obtaining fulloverage. A separate searh is undertaken for eah unovered struture required by theoverage riterion. Struture-oriented tehniques di�er in the type of information usedby the objetive funtion. These an be ategorized as:
• Branh-Distane-Oriented approahes exploit information from branh prediates.In the work of Xanthakis et al. [121℄, GAs are employed to generate test data forstrutures not overed by random searh. A path is hosen, and the relevant branhprediates are extrated from the program. The GA is then used to �nd inputdata that satis�es all the branh prediates at one, with the objetive funtionsumming branh distane values. The tester must selet the path. Jones et al. [7℄obtain branh overage without path seletion. The objetive funtion is simplyformed from the branh distane of the required branh. However, no guidane isprovided so that the branh is atually reahed within the program struture inthe �rst plae. MGraw et al. [59℄ alleviate this problem for ondition overage,by delaying an attempt to satisfy a ondition within a branhing expression untilprevious individuals have been already found whih reah the wanted branhingnode.
• In Control-Oriented approahes, the objetive funtion onsiders the branhingnodes that need to be exeuted as desired in order to bring about exeution of thedesired struture. The approah of Jones et al. [7℄ to loop testing falls into thisategory. Here, the objetive funtion is simply the di�erene between the atualand desired number of iterations. Pargas et al. [99℄ use the ontrol dependenegraph of the test objet for statement and branh overage. Let dependent bethe number of ontrol dependent nodes for the urrent target, and exeuted thenumber of ontrol dependent nodes suessfully exeuted in the required manner.A minimizing version of the objetive funtion of Pargas et al. , an be omputedas dependent− executed.
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• Combined approahes make use of both branh distane and ontrol informationfor the objetive funtion. The work of Traey [111℄ builds on previous work whihused Simulated Annealing. The ontrol dependent nodes for the target strutureare identi�ed. If an individual takes a ritial branh from one of these nodes,a distane alulation is performed using the branh prediate of the required,alternative branh. The number of suessfully exeuted ontrol dependent nodesare used to sale branh distane values. Let branch_dist be the branh distanealulation performed at the branhing node where a ritial branh was taken.The formula used by Traey for omputing the objetive funtion is:

(executed/dependent) ∗ branch_distUnfortunately, this sheme an lead to unneessary loal optima in the objetivefuntion landsape. Wegener et al. [117℄ map branh distane values branch_distlogarithmially into the range [0, 1℄ (hereby referred as m_branch_dist). Theminimizing objetive funtion is zero if the target struture is exeuted, otherwise,the objetive value is omputed as:
(dependent − executed − 1) +m_branch_distThe (dependent − executed − 1) sub-alulation is referred to as the approxima-tion level or the approach level attained by the individual. However, the extrainformation provided by the branh distane alulation prevents the formation ofplateaux at eah approah level.Evolutionary testing of non-funtional aspetsWegener and Grohmann applied Geneti Algorithm (GA) for testing the temporal or-retness of real-time systems [118℄. Briand et al. [32℄ used GAs for stress testing ofreal-time systems. However, in their ase the problem was mainly to determine sheduleausing failures. Garousi et al. [62℄ perform stress testing on UML models of distributedsystems, also aounting for network tra�. This is also a viable solution for Web ser-vies, although it requires the Web servie behavior to be modeled as a UML model,whih may or may not re�et the atual behavior.3.3.3 Stub Generator for Testing of QoSThe openness of the environment haraterizing the Servie Oriented Arhiteture (SOA)paradigm naturally led to the pursuit of mehanisms for de�ning Quality of Servie (QoS)level agreement spei�ations. Nowadays the idea is widely aepted that an e�etivesoftware design proess annot only fous on funtional aspets, ignoring QoS-relatedproperties. For Servie Oriented systems, as well as for many other kind of omplexenterprise appliations [18℄, ommuniation networks and embedded systems [15℄ it isertainly no longer possible to propose solutions without adequate onsideration of theirextra-funtional aspets [79℄.Nevertheless, traditionally agreements have been not mahine-readable. In softwareengineering only basi notion of agreements have been experimented by means of Interfae



3.3 Testing 51Desription Languages [78, 79℄. In reent years both industry and aademia have showna great interest on this topi. Conerning the Servies Oriented tehnologies, ServieLevel Agreements (SLAs) represent one of the most interesting and ative issues. SLAsaim at ensuring a onsistent ooperation for business-ritial servies de�ning ontratsbetween the provider and lient of a servie and the terms governing their individual andmutual responsibilities with respet to these qualities [109℄. Usually a SLA ontains a thetehnial QoS desriptions with the assoiated metris. These information are referred asServie Level Spei�ations (SLSs). In the following a brief desription of two languagesfor servie level agreement spei�ation are reported.The QoS aspet of the o�-line validation stage onerns an approah for the auto-mati derivation of test harnesses. We all suh approah Puppet . The goal is toevaluate di�erent QoS harateristis for a servie under development and before its �naldeployment. In partiular, suh approah fouses on assessing that a spei� servie im-plementation an a�ord the required level of QoS (e.g., lateny, reliability and workload)de�ned in a orresponding Servie Level Spei�ation (SLS) for a omposition of servies(horeography/orhestration) in whih the Servie Under Evaluation (SUE) will play oneof the roles.The tehnologies bekground assumend to exists inlude for eah servie a spei�ationdesribing the funtional interfae exported by the servie (e.g. WSDL [116℄), a desrip-tion of the servies that ompose it (e.g. in terms of WSBPEL [92℄), and a mahinereadable spei�ation of the QoS agreement for the servies in the omposition. At thispoint, the goal of the tool for the QoS evaluation in the O�-line validation stage is toautomatially generate a test harness to validate the implementation of a servie beforeits deployment in the target environment.The generation of the test harness proeeds through two di�erent phases. The �rst oneis the generation of the stubs simulating the extra-funtional behavior of the servies inthe omposition; the seond one, instead, foresees the omposition of the implementationof a servie, alled �S1i� in Figure 3.14, with the servies with whih it will interat. Inthe following, both phases will be desribed to give a omplete overview of the approah.The generation of the stubs onsists in turn of two suessive sub-steps (see Fig-ure 3.15). In the �rst one the skeletons of the stubs are generated starting from thefuntional interfae desription of the servie (e.g. WSDL). The generated skeletons on-tain no behavior. Hene, in the seond sub-step the implementation is ��lled in� withsome behavior that will ful�ll the required extra-funtional properties for the servie or-responding to the stub. This step is arried on retrieving the information from the SLSand applying automati ode transformation aording to previously de�ned patternsmathing eah SLS with a portion of ode that simulates its behavior. At the end of the�rst phase, a set of stubs providing the servies spei�ed in the omposition aordingto the desired properties are available.Bak to the proposed approah illustrated by means of Figure 3.14, the seond phaseonerns the setting of the test harness. The goal of this step is to derive a ompleteenvironment in whih to test the servie. To this purpose, the SUE, �S1i� in Figure 3.14,is omposed with the required servie and aording to the omposition spei�ed in the
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Figure 3.14: The Puppet approah and supporting toolhoreography or in the orhestration. Even thought this phase ould require the assis-tane of a human agent5, one of the main goal that we would like to reah is implementinga omplete automati proess based on the forthoming �nal WSBPEL spei�ation.As �nal result, the appliation of the proposed approah generates an environment forthe evaluation of �S1i�. The evaluation, to be arried on, will then require the availabilityof a tester, as also reported in Figure 3.14. This tool is beyond this spei�ation; wean refer to the literature on the argument for possible approahes, e.g. [33℄. Suh atool will have to verify that the properties spei�ed in the QoS doument (e.g. a SLAngdoument) are ful�lled, in addition to traditional funtional testing.In the following, a detailed desription about the tehnologies and the tools that willbe used is given. In partiular, to better explain how the o�ine validation of QoSproperties in a SOA is arried out, the desription will expliitly fous on the WebServie infrastruture.The generation proess desribed above, exploits the information about the oordi-nating senario (WSBPEL), the servie desription (WSDL) and the WS-Agreementdoument for the QoS agreement that the roles will abide to. Tools and tehniques forthe automati generation of servie skeletons, taking as input the WSDL desriptions,are already available and well known in the Web Servies ommunities [3℄. Neverthelesssuh tools only generate an empty implementation of a servie and do not add any logito the servie operations.Conretely, one a parametri mapping between spei�ation of metri value and theexeutable ode that will be used to haraterize the servies in the test harness is de�ned,
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Figure 3.15: Puppet Test-bed Generator Logial Arhiteturethe empty implementation of a servie operation are proessed adding the lines of oderesulting from the transformation of the servie agreements spei�ation.Conditions on lateny an be simulated introduing delay instrutions into the op-eration bodies of the servies skeletons. For eah Guarantee Term in a WS-Agreementdoument, information onerning the servie lateny is de�ned as a Servie Level Obje-tive aording to a presribed syntax. The example in Table 3.3 reports a WS-Agreementexample ode for lateny delaration of 10000mSe and the orrespondent Java ode thatwill be automatially generated....<wsag:ServieLevelObjetive><puppet:PuppetRoot><puppet:Lateny><puppet:TagDelay> 10000</puppet:TagDelay><puppet:Ditribution> normal</puppet:Distribution></puppet:Lateny></puppet:PuppetRoot></wsag:ServieLevelObjetive>...
...try{Random rnd = new Random();float val = rnd.nextFloat();int sleepingPeriod = Math.round(val*10000);Thread.sleep(sleepingPeriod);}ath (InterruptedExeption e) {}...Table 3.3: Servie Level Objetive Mapping for LatenyEven though in the examples we refer to onstant delays, in general it is possibleto handle and generate transformation rules for more omplex onstraints. Indeed, bydelaring the parameters that haraterize a distribution in a Servie Level Objetive, it ispossible to implement a transformation funtion that ollets suh data and instantiatesthe delays aording to the desired distribution.Aording to what desribed in the oneptual model, the SLA an be enfored under



54 O�-line Veri�ation and Validationoptional onditions desribing the ontext. Suh additional onstraints are usually de-�ned in terms of aomplishments that a servie onsumer as well as a servie provideror the servie running environment must meet: for example the lateny of a servie andepend on the kind of the network on whih the servie in deployed when the requestis delivered. In these ases, the transformation funtion wraps the simulating behaviorode-lines obtained from the Servie Level Objetive part with a onditional statement.Constraints on servies reliability an be delared by means of a perentage index intothe Servie Level Objetive of a Guarantee Term. Suh kind of QoS an be reproduedintroduing ode that simulates a servie ontainer failure....<wsag:ServieLevelObjetive><puppet:PuppetRoot><puppet:Reliability><puppet:TagRate> 99.50</puppet:TagRate><puppet:Window> 2000</puppet:Window></puppet:Reliability></puppet:PuppetRoot></wsag:ServieLevelObjetive>...
...if (this.possibleFailureInWindow()){Random rnd = new Random();float val = rnd.nextFloat()*100;if ( val>99.50f) {String fCode = "Server.NoServie";String fString="No target servie to invoke!"org.apahe.axis.AxisFault fault = newAxisFault(fCode,fString,"",null);this.inNumberOfFailure(); throw fault; }}...Table 3.4: Servie Level Objetive Mapping for ReliabilityQoS spei�ations onerning reliability onstrain the number of failures that an beseen in eah of those modes within the duration of a sliding window. Table 3.4 providesan example of the transformation for reliability onstraint desription, assuming that theApahe Axis [3℄ platform is used....<wsag:ServieLevelObjetive><puppet:PuppetRoot><puppet:Workload><puppet:NRequest>20</puppet:NRequest><puppet:WinSize>60000</puppet:WinSize></puppet:Workload></puppet:PuppetRoot></wsag:ServieLevelObjetive>...
...publi void generateTraffi ()throws MalformedURLExeption,RemoteExeption{Random rnd = new Random();int sleepPeriod;String endpoint="http://myhost/axis/servies/";String servie="lient";String method="planJourney";int winSize=60000;for (int i=0; i<20; i++){this.invokeServie(endpoint,servie,method);sleepPeriod = rnd.nextInt(winSize);try {this.sleep(sleepPeriod);} ath (InterruptedExeption e) {}winSize = winSize - sleepPeriod;}}...Table 3.5: Servie Level Objetive Mapping for Workload Generator



3.3 Testing 55Agreements on workload assessing an be simulated reating lient skeletons for theautomati invoation of the SUE. In partiular, the transformation will fous on gener-ating lient-side ode that is able to guarantee that the rate at whih requests an bedelivered to the servie, the width of a sliding time window and the maximum numberof responses that should be delivered aross the servie interfae during this period (seeTab. 3.5).The generation proess augments the stubs with a private method for the remoteinvoation (i.e. invokeServie in Tab. 3.5) and an exported publi method that triggersthe emulation request stream. The transformation in Tab. 3.5 reports the ode for thetrigger method.3.3.4 Within ART DECOConerning the testing approahes work-in-progress to be performed within ART-DECOaims at integrating the funtional with non funtional testing using a ommon plat-form. Spei�ally we selet Data-�ow (Setion 3.3.1) and SLA Testing (Setion3.3.2) asa referring method for the funtional and non-funtional testing approahes.Considering the arhiteture underlining the ART DECO infrastruture, presented inFigure 1.1, the testing ativities brie�y desribed in Setion 3.3 are foused at servielevel ( V&V at Servie Level). In partiular we assumes that servies exported by apartiipant ould strongly relies on the interation with other or third part servies. Inthis testing ativities may ompromise the state of the overall system.The solution adopted in ART DECO is to simulate the behavior of (some) of theinvolved servies generating ad ho testing stubs. In partiular the proess for stubsspei�ation exploits the Puppet (Setion 3.3.3) framework. Although this an resultas impreise, it would permit to1. test the work�ow before servies are atually available, or regardless of what on-rete servies will be bound to the work�ow. In other words, by using stubs itwould be possible to adopt for o�-line veri�ation purposes the same SLA testingapproah used for on-line testing.2. redue the ost and resoure usage of testing [35℄.Figure 3.16 shows our proposal for ART DECO at system testing level. It is dividedinto three phases: the Test Analysis, Test Environment SetUp and Servies Composi-tion. The proess takes as inputs the BPEL proess to be tested, the SLA spei�ation,the spei�ation of servies omposing the BPEL proess, and possible spei� variableonstraints on the BPEL proess.. Eah phase involves ations (the rounded bloks) andartifats (the squared bloks).In partiular during the Test Analysis �rst a seletion of parameters to be observedduring the testing phase is de�ned (Variable Seletion). Then a data-�ow diagram rep-resenting the servies data interations is developed (DataFlow Diagram Derivation). Inthis ativity the desription of BPEL Proess an also be exploited.
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Figure 3.16: ART-DECO servie omposition testing proess.The seond phase (Testing Environment SetUp) two di�erent steps an be performedin parallel: the Test Cases Generation and the Stub Generation. In the former the se-leted funtional and non-funtional test strategies are used for deriving a test suite. Inpartiular from one side the onstants and properties expressed on the variables involvedin the servies omposition are used together with the derived data�ow diagram, forfuntional test ases de�nition (DataFlow Test Cases Generation). From the other theBPEL Proess and the SLA Spei�ation are exploited for non-funtional test ase gen-eration (Evolutionary, SLA Based Test Cases Generation). During the Stub Generationstep the SLA Spei�ation and the Funtional Spei�ation the servies inluded in theBPEL proess are used for deriving the emulator stubs for those servies that an notbe available for testing purposes (Generation of Stubs for Servies in the Composition).Eventually those stubs are then bound together ompleting the implementation of theBPEL proess.During the last phase, the Servie Composition Testing, the test ases are seleted(Test Cases Eliitation tool) by means of a test Driver and then exeuted on the BPELproess(BPEL Exeution). Finally test results are analyzed (Output Results Analysis).



3.3 Testing 57A further appliation of data �ow testing not inluded in the �gure above is the use ofdata-�ow analysis to redue the searh spae for SLA testing. As highlighted by Binkleyand Harman [26℄ data dependene analysis an be used to redue the searh spae whenapplying evolutionary test data generation tehniques. Thus will be used to (i) generatedata �ow test ases and (ii) to help reduing the searh spae for the evolutionary SLAtesting.
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4 On-Line Veri�ation and ValidationModern systems are inreasingly required to be apable to evolve at run-time, in par-tiular allowing for the dynami plugging of new features. As an example onsider thebasi paradigm of servie-oriented arhitetures where the supporting tehnologies tendsto be more �exible and dynami. The single entralized repository is being substitutedby dediated repositories that ooperate and exhange information about stored servieson demand.This dynamism in the omposition of the arhitetures require that the design-timeveri�ation is supported also by a omplementary mehanism to allow for the analysis ofthe evolving system at run-time. Hene, in this setion, we analyze two di�erent run-timeapproahes, monitoring and SLA online testing, and we show how they an be used foronline verifying ART DECO arhiteture and appliation.4.1 Software Systems Run-time MonitoringIn general terms monitoring is the ativity of observing and heking that a system isrunning aording to some spei�ed funtional and non-funtional requirements. It isa quite deliate and expensive ativity that asks for areful planning. It is neessaryto develop strategies that in a partiular ontext maximize hanes of disovering faultsstill not exessively burdening software performane. Indeed monitoring is somehow anambiguous word. Many di�erent approahes related to run-time heking use this wordeven if they provide support for di�erent ativities. For the sake of larity we providebelow a lassi�ation of the di�erent ativities that the engineer should onsider whensetting a monitoring strategy. For a insightful disussion on monitoring and relatedtaxonomy refer to [49℄.
• Seletion of the run-time veri�ation language: the �rst step to arry on planningrun-time monitoring of a system is to identify whih kind of veri�ation is relevant inthe partiular ontext. In the simplest ase we ould de�ne simple properties on thevalue assumed by a logial variable. Instead more omplex senarios ould de�neproperties on messages exhanged by parts of the system and on their relative order.In synthesis, this step requires to de�ne/selet a language to desribe expetedproperties on interesting system harateristis.
• Identi�ation of the relevant information to be observed at run-time: this phaseonerns the identi�ation of the harateristis that must be observed at run-timeto put in plae the strategy de�ned in the previous step. For instane in ase of



60 On-Line Veri�ation and Validationsimple properties on value assumed by a logial variable, it will be neessary toidentify whih are the real variables in�uening the value of the logial variable.
• De�nition and/or identi�ation of mehanisms for run-time data olletion: in thisphase the engineer should de�ne and put in plae suitable mehanisms to observethe information identi�ed in the previous step. For instane, with referene tothe variable value example, the engineer must identify how and when the valueof the real variable must be observed. In general two di�erent approahes an beadopted to retrieve run-time information. The �rst foresee the instrumentationof the system to monitor with additional ode. The seond relies instead on theavailability of suitable mehanisms provided by the platform. In the latter ase,ode instrumentation may be still neessary if required information are not madeavailable by the platform.
• De�nition of mehanisms for run-time heking (Analyser Engine): after run-timeinformation are retrieved, it is neessary to introdue a system that it is able todistinguish orret behaviour from inorret one. The omplexity of suh a systemis stritly related to the seleted strategy. For instane, in ase of a variable theondition to be veri�ed an speify a simple threshold value or instead ould speifya possible admitted history. More omplex senarios an also be imagined.
• De�nition of reovery strategies: it is neessary to foresee strategies to bring thesystem bak to a orret state or to graefully stop it, after that an erroneousondition has been identi�ed.
• De�nition of reovery mehanisms: reovery strategies an sueed only if suitablemehanisms are available. It is then neessary to have some kind of ontrol on thesystem behaviour and possibly fore it in order to reover from the error. As usual,this mehanisms an be programmed by the implementor or to a ertain extentprovided by the platform.Developing an approah to run-time veri�ation requires to engage in the di�erentphases disussed in the list. Indeed, many approahes propose solutions only for the�rst four points without addressing the reovery part (whih will be addressed in futurework).In the following, we present two di�erent monitoring approahes, namely Mosaio andWSCoL (and its monitoring engine). Both the approahes over the group of �rst fourativities, and, moreover, WSCoL also proposes a reovery mehanism.4.1.1 Monitoring of Arhitetural PropertiesTheMOSAICO approah onsists in monitoring the run-time exeution of a dynamiallyevolving CBS in order to analyze its perpetual ompliane to seleted properties. Thissetion provides a �rst glimpse on the approah. Details are provided in [20℄.



4.1 Software Systems Run-time Monitoring 611. De�nition of the SA: in our approah we assume the availability of suh spe-i�ation and base on it all the following steps. In our hypothesis the arhiteturedesribes the relations among a set of omponents belonging to the kernel. Atthe same time, it spei�es how it is possible to dynamially extend the system atrun-time.2. De�nition of Relevant Arhitetural Properties: in this phase the engineerde�nes whih are the arhitetural properties that a real implementation of thesystem must satisfy. Some of the properties ould be veri�ed statially on the SAde�nition, for instane by a model-heker. Nevertheless, the presene of blakbox omponents should generally suggest to omplement stati veri�ation withrun-time tehniques. A simple example ould be a ertain ommuniation patternamong omponents that must hold at run-time.3. Instrumentation and Monitoring: this step requires to put in plae meha-nisms to monitor the �ow of messages among the omponents. In general the term�monitoring� refers to wathing a system while it is running. This omprehends var-ious ativities, as detailed below, and might beome a quite ritial and expensiveproess 1.First of all, the events to be observed at run-time so to hek the de�ned propertiesmust be identi�ed. Then, the system needs to be instrumented aordingly andmonitored. In the MOSAICO approah the instrumentation is arried on usingAspet Oriented Programming. Nevertheless, other approahes are possible basedfor instane on the use of mehanisms provided by the platform. It is worth notingthat the presene of onurrent proesses ould make the observation of messageorder triky [19℄.4. De�nition of the Analyser Engine: this is the mehanism that reveals if aproperty has been ful�lled or not. All the information olleted must be reportedto this engine. In general not all the observed events are relevant for veri�ationpurpose. Clearly, if the analyser detets a violation, it should report it to somereovery system that an bring the system bak to a orret state or graefully stopit. This �nal step is ertainly important but is outside the sope of the presentpaper.Through the desribed steps and the artifats orrespondingly derived, theMOSAICOapproah perpetually re-iterating steps three and four permits to ontinuously hek theompliane of the system to the properties. In partiular, whenever the arhitetureevolves as onsequene of the insertion/removal of omponents, the approah permits toimmediately highlight violated properties.The MOSAICO proess is shown in Figure 4.1 (rounded boxes represent algorithmsand appliations, irregular boxes represent artifats, olored boxes represent algorithmsor artifats developed by us).1For a omprehensive survey on monitoring and related taxonomy we refer to [49℄.
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Figure 4.1: The MOSAICO AOP ApproahFurther ReadingsMore detailed information on MOSAICO an be found in Referene [20℄.4.1.2 Monitoring of BPEL CompositionsTo validate running ompositions of servies, we propose Dynamo (Dynami Monitoring,[12℄), that provides suitable probes to oversee the exeution of deployed ompositions.Dynamo oversees the behavior of partiipating servies in BPEL-like ompositions.Monitors and probes [49℄ are the �standard� solution for assessing the quality of ap-pliations at runtime: Dynamo borrows these onepts and stresses the idea that Webservie ompositions require data that ome from very di�erent soures and probes mustbe able to aommodate all of them. Funtional and non-funtional guarantees are de-�ned in terms of pre- and post-onditions assoiated with the invoations of externalservies. Monitoring diretives, alled monitoring rules, omprise three parts: a monitor-ing loation indiates where in the BPEL proess the rule must be evaluated, a priorityde�nes the level of importane assoiated with the rule, and a monitoring expressionstates the onstraint on exeution data. Monitoring rules are blended with the BPELproess at deployment-time. The use of external monitoring rules allows us to keep agood separation between business and ontrol logis and also to assoiate di�erent ruleswith the same proess.Monitoring expressions are spei�ed in WSCoL (Web Servie Constraint Language),whih is a speial-purpose assertion language (like JML [34℄) augmented with onstrutsto gather data from external soures and allow the user to probe �and thus monitor�any data that an be olleted while the proess exeutes. WSCoL provides language-spei� onstruts for data olletion and data analysis. Data olletion is responsible forobtaining �either diretly or through omputation� the monitoring data used to hekwhether partner servies math de�ned monitoring rules. WSCoL distinguishes amongthree kinds of monitoring data: internal variables, data that belong to the state of therunning proess, external variables, data obtained externally, and historial variables, i.e.monitoring data obtained from previous proess exeutions.Data analysis heks whether olleted data omply with set requirements. WSCoLsupports the typial boolean operators, typial relational operators and typial mathe-



4.2 Searh-based Testing of Servie Level Agreements 63matial operators. The language also supports prediates on sets of values through theuse of universal and existential quanti�ers, and other onstruts, suh as max, min, avg,sum, and produt.The monitoring on the BPEL omposition is performed by the Monitoring Manager,that is in harge of interpreting monitoring rules, storing the on�guration with whihusers want to run their proesses, interating with external data olletors, and sendingthe data to invoke the partner servies to the Servie Exeution Bus. A monitoredBPEL proess alls the Monitoring Manager (through the bus), instead of the atualpartner servie, whenever there is a monitoring rule seleted for the invoation. Thedeision on whether the rule must be onsidered and then its evaluation is in harge ofits omponents. The Monitoring Manager omponents are:
• The Rules Manager is responsible for managing the internal �ow of the ativitiesthat must be performed.
• The Con�guration Manager keeps trak of the initial proess on�guration,seleted monitoring rules, and all the information needed for interating with theexternal servies (i.e., servies being monitored and external data olletors) foreah ative instane.
• The Invoker invokes the partner Web servie.When the Rules Manager reeives the results of the servie invoation, it interats withthe Con�guration Manager to retrieve the post-ondition (monitoring rules) assoiatedwith the invoation. The Rules Manager ontats the Invoker to retrieve the historialdata from the external Store; it would use the Invoker also to obtain external data fromData Colletors, if needed. One all the data are available, the Rules Manager begins itsinteration with the Analyzer (through the Invoker). The Monitoring Manager uses anexternal Analyzer to let the user ustomize analysis apabilities by plugging dediatedanalyzers. If the Analyzer responds with an error, i.e., the ondition is not satis�ed, theRules Manager ommuniates it to the BPEL proess �through the bus� by returning astandard fault message, as published in theWSDL desription of the Monitoring Manager.If the post-ondition is satis�ed, the Monitoring Manager returns the original servieresponse to the BPEL proess.4.2 Searh-based Testing of Servie Level AgreementsThe approah desribed in this setion fouses on the testing of Servie Level Agreements(SLAs). A SLA is negotiated between a servie provider and a servie onsumer (i.e., anintegrator, or an end-user), and guarantees to the servie onsumer a given QoS level,sometimes depending on how muh she/he is willing to pay for the servie usage. In otherwords, a SLA onstitutes a form of ontrat between servie providers and onsumers,and its violation would ause lak of satisfation for the onsumer and lost of moneyfor the provider. For this reason, before o�ering a SLA, a servie provider would limitthe possibility that it an be violated during servie usage. This doument explores the



64 On-Line Veri�ation and Validationuse of Geneti Algorithms (GAs) to generate test data ausing SLA violations. For aservie-oriented system suh violations an be due to the ombination of di�erent fators,i.e., (i) inputs, (ii) bindings between abstrat and onrete servies, and (iii) networkon�guration and server load. In the proposed approah, GAs generate ombinations ofinputs and bindings for the servie-oriented system ausing SLA violations. The proposed�tness ombines a distane-based �tness that awards solutions lose to QoS onstraintviolation, with a �tness inspired from what proposed by Wegener et al. [117℄ guidingthe overage of target statement by means of a proximity measure and of onditionaldistane. The approah has been applied to an audio proessing work�ow and to aservie for generating harts, and in both ases it was apable to generate testing dataausing SLA violations.4.2.1 ApproahAs mentioned in the introdution, this approah deals with the generation of test datafor a servie-oriented system2 ausing SLA violations. Let us onsider the work�owin Figure 4.2 representing an image proessing omposite servie. The servie takes asinput an image in a spei� format, haraterized by its horizontal and vertial dimension(dim1 and dim2), a Boolean value indiating whether the image needs to be posterized,and the sharpening level (nsharpen). Aording to the input options, the ompositeservie performs some �ltering operations on the image by invoking external servies.For eah �lter (Sale, Posterize, Sharpen, and Gray), hereby referred as abstrat servies,some semantially equivalent onrete servies are available, eah one, however, ensuringdi�erent QoS (response time and resolution of the output image). Bindings are hosenusing optimization approahes, suh as those proposed by Zeng et al. [125℄ or by Canforaet al. [36℄, that determine the (near) optimal set of bindings that ensure a QoS onstraintsatisfation and that optimize a given objetive funtion.At exeution time, there may exist ombinations of bindings and work�ow inputs thatause SLA violations, i.e., violations of QoS onstraints. Let us onsider, for example,that the servie provider guarantees to the servie onsumer a response time less than30 ms and a resolution greater or equal to 300 dpi. For the work�ow in Figure 4.2, forexample, let us onsider as inputs posterize = true, an image having a size smaller than20 Mb (whih onstitutes a preondition for our SLA), dim1 = dim2 and nsharpen = 2.Let us also onsider that the abstrat servies are bound to SaleC, PosterizeC, Sharp-enB and GrayA. In this ase, while the response time will be lower-bounded by 24 msand therefore the onstraint would be met, the resolution of the image produed by theomposite servie would be of 200 dpi, orresponding to the minimum resolution guar-anteed by the invoked servies. In other ases the senario an be muh more omplex,in partiular when ombinations of inputs for eah servie invoked in the work�ow an,on its own, ontribute to the overall SLA violation.In summary, the test data generation approah must be able to produe inputs andbindings that ause SLA violations. Clearly, violations of some QoS attributes, e.g.,2That an be on its own a servie, mentioned as omposite servie and desribed with a work�ow.
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Figure 4.2: Example of omposite servieresponse time or throughput, an also depend on the network and server load. Dealingwith suh a fator is, however, out of sope of this doument and will be onsidered aspart of our future work.White Box ApproahServie omposition white box testing an be pursued by integrators that, before o�eringa SLA, want to ensure that the omposition is able to meet a given QoS level. Theyhave the omposition soure ode available, written using WS-BPEL or any traditionalprogramming language. The test data generation proess is omposed of two steps,detailed in the following two subsetions.The �rst step aims to identify whih work�ow paths are likely to exhibit high valuesfor upper-bounded QoS attributes (e.g., response time) and low values for lower-boundedQoS attributes (e.g., resolution). This step is performed by onsidering (i) QoS valueestimates for servies omposing the work�ow, and (ii) estimated upper-bound numberof exeutions for eah loop, as delared by the servie provider. In other words, theoverall QoS is estimated aording to aggregation formulae de�ned by Cardoso [38℄ andthen used for binding purposes by Canfora et al. [36℄. To determine the ritial paths(not to be onfounded with the ritial nodes for the overage riteria, see below) for apartiular QoS attribute, onrete servies having the highest (or the lowest for lower-bounded attributes) value are onsidered. Sine loops are onsidered to be exeuteda �xed number of times, the ritial paths an be identi�ed by using a linear searh,without the need for using any partiular heuristi.One a QoS-ritial path has been identi�ed, we use GAs to generate test ases thati) over the path and ii) violate the SLA. Beause expensive paths have been identi�edaording to QoS estimates, while the GA �tness for test data generation relies on mea-
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Figure 4.3: Evolutionary SLA testing approahsured QoS values, there is no guarantee that test ases violating the SLA also followthe ritial paths. Nevertheless, suh paths onstitute a �starting point� to searh forSLA violations. The test data generation proess is represented in Figure 4.3. The GAgenerates new individuals, intended as work�ow inputs plus bindings between abstratand onrete servies. The bindings are enated on the work�ow by replaing abstratend-points with onrete ones, and then the work�ow is exeuted with the generated in-puts. During the exeution, the servie QoS is observed through monitoring mehanismsand, together with work�ow overage information, is fed bak to the GA to permit theindividual's �tness evaluation.The genome representation is omposed of two data strutures, as shown in Figure 4.4:1. a forest, where eah tree represents a omposition input, enoded aording to theXML shema de�ning its type, in ase it is not a primitive value (integer, �oat,Boolean, String). Figure 4.4-b shows a representation for inputs de�ned aordingto the WSDL exerpt of Figure 4.4-a;2. an array, ontaining a slot for eah abstrat servie in the work�ow.The mutation operator (Figure 4.5-a) randomly deides if mutating the inputs, the
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<complexType name=" ArrayOf_xsd_int">

<complexContent>
<restriction base=" soapenc:Array">

<attribute ref=" soapenc:arrayType“
wsdl:arrayType=" xsd:int[]" /> 

</restriction>
</complexContent>

</complexType>
...

<wsdl:message name=" ServiceOperationRequest">
<wsdl:part name=" i1" type=" xsd:float" /> 
<wsdl:part name=" i2" type=" impl:ArrayOf_xsd_int" /> 
<wsdl:part name=" i3" type=" xsd:string" /> 

</wsdl:message>(a) Exerpt of omposite servie WSDL
12.5 “foo”

9 11 7 

i1 i2 i3

(b) Input enoding
ScaleA PosterizeB SharpenC GrayB() Bindings enodingFigure 4.4: Genome representationbindings or both. Bindings mutation is quite simple: the endpoint of a randomly seletedservie is hanged to one of the available onrete servies orresponding to suh anabstrat servie. Regarding inputs, the operator randomly mutates a (sub)tree of one ofthe inputs.

• Sequenes are handled by generating random elements of eah type de�ned in thesequene itself;
• Choies hare handled by randomly generating one of the elements it de�nes;
• Ourrene indiators are handled by generating a random number of elementsbetween minours and maxours;
• Leaves, i.e., primitive values, are mutated as follows. Integer and �oats are replaedby random values in a range spei�ed by the tester before starting the testing data



68 On-Line Veri�ation and Validationgeneration. Booleans are mutated between true and false. For strings it is eitherpossible to randomly generate a random string bound by a maximum length, or torandomly pik one or more items from a user-de�ned list (e.g., a ditionary). Theformer an be used when the servie aepts as input any string, while the latteris more useful when the sequene of legal inputs is limited.It is worth to note that the generated inputs must be, on their own, in agreement withthe SLA. For instane, if the servie provider guarantees that the servie is able to applya �lter on an image of up to 2 Mbytes in 10 s, a larger input should not be onsideredas part of our testing range, unless one wants to perform robustness testing.
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ts (b) CrossoverFigure 4.5: GA operatorsThe rossover (Figure 4.5-b) is also randomly applied to inputs, bindings or both. Forbindings, we used the standard one-point rossover. For inputs, a random sub-tree wasrandomly seleted, in the same position, on the two parents and then swapped produingthe o�spring. The seletion is made through a roulette wheel seletion operator. Thetype of GA adopted is a simple GA with elitism.The �tness funtion aounts for di�erent fators. To let the GA generate testing datathat auses SLA violations, the �tness must be a funtion of how far an individual isfrom QoS onstraint violation. If onsidering these onstraints written in the form:
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cli ≤ thi, i = 1, . . . , n (4.1)where cli is the measured value of the i−th QoS attribute for a GA individual and thi itsupper-bound. The di�erene between the onstraint upper-bound and the atual valueis expressed as:
Di = thi − cli (4.2)Equation (4.2) holds for upper-bounded QoS attributes (e.g., response time). Forlower-bounded attributes (e.g., auray) the distane orresponds to equation (4.2)right-hand-side multiplied by -1. One ould just onsider suh a distane as a �tness,however in many ases the QoS depends on the partiular path followed in the work�owand on the partiular set of servies invoked. Sine equation (4.2) gives no informationabout the path overed, it might be unable to drive the evolution towards onstraint vi-olation. Let us onsider a path p estimated to be a QoS-ritial path, and let us onsiderthat, to over suh a path, statements s1, · · · , sn must be traversed. For statement sj ,we an onsider a proximity funtion omposed of an approah distane and a branhdistane for ritial nodes, i.e., for nodes pathing away from the target statement [117℄:

Pj = dependent− executed +m_branch_distance (4.3)where dependent indiates the number of ritial nodes the target statement dependson, exeuted indiates the number of these ritial nodes that have been exeuted, andm_branh_distane indiates the distane, normalized in the interval [0,1℄ from satisfyingthe Boolean ondition of the ritial nodes pathing away from the target statement. Ifwe onsider the example of Figure 4.2, and we onsider that, for instane, overingthe QoS-ritial path requires the exeution of nodes 1,2,3 (1 time), Figure 4.6 shows



70 On-Line Veri�ation and Validationapproah level values for ritial statements, as well as the branh distane. The branhdistane is 1 if the �rst onditional (posterize) is not satistied, 0 if it is satis�ed. For theseond onditional dim1-dim2, it measures the absolute, normalized distane betweenthe two values (if zero, then the ondition is satis�ed), while for the third onditional itorresponds to the normalized, absolute value of nsharpen (plus a onstant) if nsharpen ≤
0, while it would be 0 if nsharpen > 0. It is important to note that the approahdistane works well for �ag-free CFGs; in presene of �ags proper transformations areneessary [69℄. By ombining equation (4.3) with equation (4.2), we obtain the following�tness funtion for the j − th path and the i− th QoS attribute:

Fi,j =
total_gen − current_gen

total_gen · Pj +
current_gen
total_gen ·Di (4.4)where urrent_gen is the generation when the �tness is evaluated and total_gen is thetotal number of generations �xed for the GA. The two �tness fators are dynamiallyweighted. First, the �tness gives more weight to the QoS-ritial path overage. Then, ittends to award onstraint violation, assuming that it an be pursued one a QoS-ritialpath has been overed.
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4.3 Within ART DECO 71by omposite servie developers or providers having the work�ow soure ode available.When suh a ondition does not hold � and this may be the ase of other integrators orthird-party erti�ers that want to test the omposition before using it � test data an beevolved by only onsidering the QoS onstraint distane, i.e., equation (4.2), as a �tnessfuntion for the QoS attribute of interest. Also, it an happen that servie onsumershave no ontrol on the bindings, thus they an only test a servie through its inputs.Towards onsidering dependene from the ontextWork in progress is devoted to take into aount the dependeny of QoS from fatorsrelated to the servie ontext, i.e.:1. Server load;2. Network load; and3. Number of onurrent requests.To this aim, we intend to modify our �tness funtion with �ner-grained models fortime-dependent QoS attributes, suh as response time or throughput. In suh models,the attributes (for example the response time) are estimated as a funtion of the abovementioned fators and, in partiular, a queuing model is used to estimate the responsetime in terms of the number of onurrent requests [66, 126℄.The generated test ases will provide a measure of how well a web servie an servethe request in a partiular senario of network and/or the server load. In this ase, thegenerated test ases an be useful to determine whih QoS level the servie provider anguarantee, and thus support the reation of SLA proposals.4.3 Within ART DECOThe online veri�ation mehanisms, we proposed in the previous setions, an both beexploited, in a omplementary way, in ART DECO projet to verify online (at di�erentlevels) the orretness of the developed arhiteture and appliation.In detail, the two monitoring approahes o�er online veri�ation of funtional proper-ties both at arhitetural (Mosaio) and servie level (WSCoL), hene, they over twodi�erent stages of the arhiteture proposed at Figure 1.1. Moreover WSCOL and itsengine allows not only to monitor properties, but also to introdue reovery ations in thease they are violated. //The goal for ART DECO is to integrate the two approahesin the proposed appliation, extending them in order to monitor also non-funtionalproperties.Sine in ART DECO ontext, many ators (partiipants) are omposed at runtime andthey interat among them, without knowing the implementation details of others, manyof non-funtional properties deal with QoS and response time. Hene, a further goal ofmonitoring is to extends Mosaio and/or WSCoL in order to deal with time, at least at



72 On-Line Veri�ation and Validationservie level. The approah we want to use takes inspiration from [11℄, where WSCoLis enrihed with temporal prediates and funtions and the WSCoL engine is modi�edin order to deal asynhronously with future temporal prediates. Starting from thereand Mosaio, we want to propose a unique platform for monitoring the arhiteture atdi�erent levels.Instead, the approah is foused on an higher level, i.e., Servie Level Agreements(SLAs). A SLA is negotiated between a servie provider and a servie onsumer (i.e.,an integrator, or an end-user), and guarantees to the servie onsumer a given QoSlevel. and it onstitutes a form of ontrat between servie providers and onsumers.The proposed approah exploits Geneti Algorithms (GAs) to generate test data ausingSLA violations.



5 ConlusionVeri�ation, Testing and Quality of Servies evaluation are important ativities of thesoftware development, whih an be aimed at di�erent objetives, suh as verify that thesoftware system meets the user's real needs and validating that it meets the requirementsspei�ations.The meaning of �meets� an be expressed with di�erent degrees of formalization, andan be heked with di�erent methods. In partiular in this doument, due to the om-plexity of the ART DECO infrastruture, we foused on several methodologies: ModelCheking, Quality of Servies assessment, Testing and Monitoring.For eah of the above mentioned topis, this deliverable reported a detailed study ofthe relevant tehniques appliable within the ART DECO ontext to assure a ompleteand oherent Veri�ation and Validation proess appliable at di�erent levels: Servie,Arhitetural, and Physial. The proposed tehniques have been seleted from the state-of-the art and some initial investigations on their appliability to spei� projet needshave been provided.The seletion of the appliable V&V tehniques represents the starting point for de-signing the prototype framework of a support environment for the o�-line and on-lineV&V as required for the P.A. 10.1. In general terms, the approah followed during thewriting of this doument was to provide both modeling failities and a set of tehniquesuseful both for the o�-line and on-line V&V.Overall this deliverable has provided the following main results:
• Identifying an ART DECO modeling formalism useful for V&V purposes. To ex-ploit the DUALLy performane, two omplementary formalisms have been om-bined for faing di�erent ART DECOmodeling exigenes: ArhiTRIOand KLAPER.
• Identifying the set of tehniques that an be applied within ART DECO for o�-line V&V. We analyzed three di�erent researh approahes (model heking, QoSassessment, Testing) highlighting their appliability within ART DECO and theadvantages that eah methodology ould produe.
• Identifying the set of tehniques that an be applied within ART DECO for on-lineV&V. We analyzed two di�erent run-time approahes overing the system run-timemonitoring and the searh-based testing of Servie Level Agreements.Wherever possible the proposed approahes have been applied to running examplestaken from the ART DECO projet. As a future work, it is our intention to apply whatproposed in this deliverable to real ase studies provided by other projet Units. Fromone side, this will on�rm our preliminary seletion, and from the other it will help to



74 Conlusionidentify new researh hallenges and onsequently diretions to improve the proposedapproahes.In onlusion, this delivery will serve as a guideline for the de�nition of a preliminaryprototype framework useful for V&V purposes and a valid basis for the �nal de�nitionof the set of methodologies appliable inside the ART DECO projet for veri�ation,testing and QoS evaluation.
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